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LA GUNA IS UNDER
GUNS OF PADUCAH

A./

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. MAY 4 1907.
WE ITHER FORFA'AST.

CHIEF OF POLICE
INTERESTS MANY

Drunken Soldiers
Attack
American Citizens

Henry Bailey May Succee
Chiet Collins

Sailors Are Landed and Arrest PoIke and Civil Officers and Hold
off charge.

Many Democrats Consider Him Most
Eligible Mint for Place if Harrison Wins,

HAS NO STABLE GOVERNMENT.

HAS

t

HAD

MUCH

10 CENTS FEB WEEK

FATHER'S BUSY AFTERNOON.

RED MEN FORMING
AN ASSOCIATION
interstate Organization Similar to Odd Fellows
Kentucky, Illinois
and Missouri
Tribes Included in Movement,
Having Birth Here.

EXPERIENCE.
MEET .1T 3111/rItOPOLIS
JULY 4.

Puerto Cortez, April 29, (via MoAlthough Thomas B. Harrison,
Fair tonight with frost, Sunday
bile, Ala., May 4.)—Saturday, April
Kentucky, Illinois and
partly cloudy and warmer. Highest Democratic nominee for mayor, says
Missouri
27, a negro formerly from Boyce
tribes of Red Men have
temperature yesterday, 66; lowest he has made no promises concerning
formed a tern
Station, La., named General Davis,
porary interstate organization
appointments in case he is elected
today, 40.
simia fruit inspector for Thacker Broth
lar to that of the Odd Fellows,
and will choose his chief of police afand
era' steamship line, was standing
the first annual convention
ter he is elected, there Is much specPISTOL'S STORY.
will be
quietly near the railroad station at
held at Metropolis July 4,
New York, May 4.—Eugene
ulation among the voters, and many
when a
La Guns talking with three or four
suggestions of possible candidates
Permanent interstate orgauiza
W. Huff, said to have been Govtiou
ef his companions, also Americans.
will be effected. The Paducah
ernor Hughes' private counsel,
for the place are forthcoming.
lodge
A drunken Nicaraguan soldier
of Red Men is In the movemen
committed suicide this morning
Sentiment generally seems to fat, and,
armed with a machet approached the
as one of the promoters of
on the steamer G. W. Morse
vor Henry Bailey, present city clerk,
the idea,
party and demanded to know what
"Strange, fath•r said he would be so busy at the office this afternJonl while en route to New York. A
probably will be represented in
for the place. Mr. Bailey has been
the
they were talking about. Davis an-Donaheu in CI3veland Plain Dealer.
revolver by his side ad a bullet
in public service a number of years,
permanent organization with
seine
swered that it was none of his busiof the highest officers.
hole in his temple told the
much of which time he was in the
ness,
whereupon the Nicaraguan
When the Odd Fellows h,.:Id
story.
police department and he is responsitheir
drew the machet and raised it over
ble for several reforms inaugurated
interstate convention in Metropolis
Davis, who finally took the weapon,
April 2, reprosentatives from
In the department.
BALLOON TRIP.
lodges
threw it away and went to a house
In Kentnelty Illinois and
Paris, May 4.—Maurice FarHe was unfortunate in his candiMissouri
nearby.
Nicaraguan soldiers drag1i mot at Metropolis and focieed
man aud his friends ascended in
dacy for re-election. Simply being
the
ged Davis out and beat him until
temporary
a balloon from Ht. Cloud Wed.
in the city hall militated against
orgaulsation
J.
J.
Davis was unconscious.
The First National bank will be a
nesday evening awl landed at
Freundlich represented the Paducah
him, and he lost votes because he
high class strictly modern, skeleton
The soliders and the police carlodge Wild/fin. Some of
Carlsbad, Germany, having traywas classified with a faction.
the high
ried Davis to the cuartel, but believstate officials of the lodges in
eied 780 miles.
Bailey's friends contend that • he steel constructed office building.
Illinois
School
High
Alumni
Associa
ing that Davis was dying, they carEverything will be installed thereand Missouri were present and
has not been associated with any
ried him back to the spot where the
tion Sets Date For June 7--- 4 was selected as the date, and July
MALAGA EARTHQUAKE.
faction, and is as friendly with Mr. in, the equal of the best office buildMeattack was made.
Madrid, May 4.—A telegram
Harrison as with those against him. ing in the United States.
Manna! Training Urged On tropolis the place for effecting the
leullam Lands Blue Jaekete.
from Malaga reports that an
permanent organization. Next
The interior is designed in what is
'He has always been a strong party
FriWithin 'ten minutes blue jackets
The School Board
day night all the representatives
Authquake, which lasted sevenworker and has taken defeat with known as modern renaissance.
who
* of the Marietta under Ensign Horteen seconds, was felt there.
attended the Metropolis meeting,
good grace.
His acquaintance and
The first two stories of building
will
sach were on the spot. Commander
attend the meeting of the local
popularity over the city make him a will be laid of Buff Bedford stone in
lodge,
Fullam's orders were sharp and deBLED TO DEATH.
strong possibility shoUld he seek th,e heavy rusticated Aahler effect.
LECITRE IS ARRANGED FOR. and while nothing officially will be
cisive.
done, the interest will be cemented
Rome, May 4.— Angelo Rosplace.
The main front is embellished by
.
"Arrest chief of police and policesi, the famous tenor, who atTwelve lodges in the three states
the beautiful entrance to
axe
bank,
men' engaged In the assault, put
tempted to suicide at Milan, by
now in the organization and
which extends' two stories in height:
no trouA reception will be given Use gradthem In Irons and send them aboard
cutting out his tongue with
ble In getting many other
beneatk a massive arch.
lodges
uating
class of '07 by the Paducah
ship. Arrest Nicaraguan officers and
scissors in a fit of melancholy,
represented is expected
The balance of the building will
when the
Alumni
associati
on
on
June
7.
The
men engaged In the assault and hold
caused by the loss of his voice,
movement becomes a success.
be constructed In handsome brick,
decision was reached yaitlay afterIs dead. Physicians were unable
them for orders."
D. H. Russell, great sachem
laid in Flemish bol. the whole
of
noon at the last meeting
the assoto stop the-tow s.f hlood-tuntSve
It was though poisible That an
Kentucky, will be among the officers
strnettrre Iturrfinndeby a beiturlf
ciation for the spring. -.
singer bled to death.
attempt might be made to release
.1116•••••••••••••
ly designed cornier.
A resolution was ordered drafted to attentl -th'e Red Men's -meeting on
the soldiers and police captured by
The interior is divided above the
and
presented t2 the school board at next Friday, and several great chiefs
To guess the name of a book from
CHARGE OF WRONG.
the blue jackets, so men were landed
bank story into offices: each one of
its
next meeting urgiqg that manual from Illinois and Missouri will atillustrations suggestive of it, is an
Ferule, B. C., May 4.—Coal
from the Paducah to occupy La Guns
which will be an outside room, beautraining
be inaugurated In the tend. Following the Initiation
of
idea to interest the children of patminers voted to return to work,
Propoeed Ten Story Building of First
and additional men were landed from
tifully lighted.
schools,
The association adjourned, the candidates secured in the memrons
library
of
introduc
the
apparent
but
ed
by Miss
ly a hitch exists, as
National Bank, Third Street and
the Marietta. The Paducah moved
Each room will contain running
after deciding to meet the second bership contest, a banquet will be
Mamie Baynham, I ibrarian, and
no move was made toward reBroadway.
to a position fronting the Nicaraguan
water and stationary wash basins.
Friday In each month, beginning next given. Speeches by the visitors and
they
are
euming.
posted
on
It
is
charged the strike
the
cuartels while the Marietta covered
Two high speed elevators will furthe local officers will be made
fall.
Evbulletin board, where they can
was engineeoei by mine operabe nish splendid
the cuertels in the port.
service to the tenants vided throughout all parts of
One feature of yesterday's meet- ery effort is being put forth by the
the
seen and the guesses on the book
tors to put up the price of coal.
of the building.
Will Demand Reparation.
ing was a paper ell "Arts and Crafts"
they represent are deposited in a
Preredent Sherman. of the disThe interior
Fullam finding the civil authorities
wtil
be furnished
the most perfect in the country, The
A roomy basement has been pro- by Miss Ellen Willis.
ballot box. The first illustrations In
trict union, was hooted and
throughout in eardwood with grano- vided for storage
incapable of maintaining regulation
Mr. Shortridge, instructor of mare work last night showed ability
purposes,
beneath
th•
contest were posted today and
jeered by miners.
and
lithic floors.
or order, that the government of
store and bank. The building is de- ual training in the Cairo schools, the handsome prizes offered in the
were drawn by two well known chilNo wood flooring will be used.
will
Tegucillalpa was a mere provisional
be
brought here to make an ad- state and interstate contests
signed by the prominent architects,
dren of the city. The work is excelwill be
MAY WEATHER.
Building will be lire-proofed along Barnett, Haynes and
agreement of certain leaders that so
Barnett, erect- dregs on this work, May 11, at the competed for by the Paducah team.
lent. Miss Baynham has twenty chilChicago, May 4.—Snow fell
the
best
modern
of
Carnegie
construct
library.
far gave no evidence of stability, deion.
ing buildings In all parts of the coundren at work producing illustrations
here today for the first time in
Ample toilet service will be pro- try, from New York
cided to ignore the authorities here
to the Pacific.
from different books and the contest
May as far as knowu. In the subCORBETT KNOCKED OUT.
INJUNCTION STANDS.
and recognize only the organized and
thus far has proven highly interesturbs it is from half to an inch
disciplined force here under General
ing to the children. The bulletin
and,, a half deep. Cold weatlieal
Court of Appeals Will Not Interfere In 11th Denver Boy Went Through
Estrada, commanding the Nicaragboards are the most successful featextends throughout the greater
the Ropes From Blow.
in Tobacco Cabe,
uan forces and the men arrested were
ure introduced in the library work.
part of theaniddle west. Snow is
delivered by Fullam's order to Es
falling In many states west of
Baltimore, Md., May 4.—Kid SulFrankfort, Ky., May 4.— The
trade who was advised that he would
the Mississippi river and as far
ENGINEER SAVES LEM
court of appeals today through Judge livan, of Washington, last night
be held responsible.
east as Ohio. In Nebraska trains
OF FOREMAN TOM DANAHER.
Barker declined to dissolve an in- knocked out Young Corbett, of
DenNotice also was served on liondu-. are delayed by snow drifts.
junction granted by the
Woodruff ver, in the 11th round. The match
ran and Nicaraguan authorities that
court, to restrain a tobacco was scheduled to go 15 rounds.
Timely action of Engineer Tim
In
reparation would be demanded and
Lives of Three Thousand Pas- Wholesale and Retail Lines circuit
TO ARREST COOKE.
raiser from breaking a contract into the rounds in which
Myrtle, of switch engine, No. 1722.of
there was any
that punishment should be inflicted -- New York, May 4.— Two
which
he
entered
senger
with the Burley particular advantage it was with
s Will he Sacrificed if Feel Bad Effects and Stagthe Illinois Central, saved Engine
Sulupon all perpetrators of the outdeputy sheriffs are on their
Tobacco Society, and selling his crop livan. Corbett
Foreman Tom Danaher from being
showed he was hurt
rage.
Ships
Crashe
are
way to the Peekskill, to arrest
d in Jam of nation Results---Bank Clear- to the American Tobacco company. early
crushed to death at noon today bein the second and in the fifth
Jere Knode Cooke, the unfrockIn the action is raised the question Sullivan
tween - a box car and the freight deIce Fifty Miles Wide
knocked him through the
ings Fall Off
Washington Approves.
ed fugitive pastor of St. George's
of the constitutionality of the legispot platform at Seventh and Campropes.
Washington. May 4.- -The
Episcopal church of Hempstead.
navy
lative
act legalizing the forming of
bell streets. Danaher, went in behind
L. I., and Floretta Whaley, his
department learned first from the
pools by farmers On their products
- •
the car, which seas being pushed into
17-year-old %ant and heiress
NO
newspapers of Commander Fullam's
WAY TO RESCUE TM CHANGE FOR BETTER COMING. adopted by the Kentucky assembly in
Guatemala Decline*.
a aiding against the west end of the
with whom he eloped. The formCity of Mexico, May 4.— Tomoraction In behalf of law and order,
1906.
depot platform. Engineer Austin saw
row's Eldlarto wilt say:
er minister will he arrested tin
In placing under arrest a number of
Danaher 'go in behind the car, and.
"We have been officially' advised
Nicaraguan policemen and soldiers,
the charge of abduction. The
failing to see him reappear. applied
RIVERM
Halifax, N. S., May 4,—More than
AN
DRAGS
Rank clearings
11727,354
couple arrived at Peckskill last
that
Guatemala will refuse Mexico's
who made a murderous attack on an
the air just itt time, for Danaher had 3,000 passengers on three ocean
PATROLMAN INTO WATER.
Same week last year . .76.3,7211
night. Cooke said he left Hemprequest for the extradition of General
American negro at Puerto Cortez.
been caught by the car and was be- liners are reported in imminent peril
Deerease
38,374
loge Lima, charged with complicity
stead because he received an
Honduras. There is no doubt his
ing crushed against the platform. In a gigantic ice field
While piloting a drunken riverman in the
4m.m•mommill
that blocks
anonymous letter, threatening
avsaseinrtion of General Ban
performance will meet with hearty
He was conveyed to the railroad hos- Cabot strait between Cape
Breton
In different' conditions both in the across the narrow plank to the dry rillas while the latter was under
hls life.
the
pital where an examination showed and
approval of the administration,
New Foundiand
The huge 1ln- city and the rural districts made docks, Patrolman James Brennan, of protection cf
Mexican
governhe was not seriously Injured. This ere
appear likely to be crushed by business In the retail and wholesale the Broadway beat, was dragged ment. UpOn receipt
of- this advice
SANTA FE WRECK.
afternoon he' will be sent home. He
NO CANVASS OF VOTE.
grinding ice, sad if it is BO it is not' lines dull this week. The clearings overboard by his charge about 11:20 Mexico will recall
Raton, N. M., May 4.— The
her representais a son of Mr. Mike Danaher, the
considered possible for the passen- thie week reflect the depressio
o'clock this morning. The water tive and the United States
Santa Fe passenger train WAR
n due
will do
well known printer.
rman W. A. Berry Went to
was only up to the policeman's neck likewise."
gers to escape death. The ice field most largely to the
wrecked 20 miles south of Raunseason
able
Louisville Today.
is more than 50 miles wide. Three weather. Aside from a 'twit
ton, by tweaking an axle under
tie-up and he rescued his charge.
"Silent Jim" Is Dead.
steamers are reported imprisoned In building operations *om
Mexican Dam Bursts.
the engine tender. Twelve pasthe
"Silent Jim," one of the finest pit
There will be no canvass of the
and utterly helpless in the frozen idleness of some union men,
Chihuahua, Mexico, May 4 --Ono
sengers amt. injured, ten seriMrs.
Luella
Guy.
the
sitbull terriers out of the Lamkin kenDemocratic primary vote today be, of
barrier,
ously. Tile train carried many
the great walls of the Chuviscar
nation in the industrial world Is favMrs. Luella Guy, at Townville,
nels at Kirksville, Mo., died today
cause of the absence of Chairman W.
Shriner« en route to !Ala Angesister of Mr. C. N. Baker, proprietor dam suddenly gave way yesterday,
orable, and waiting only for
hot
at the home of his owner, Mrs. Mary
Democratic
A, Berry, of the city
ANTI-TVBERCTIAISYS.
les.
weather to set In permanently.
of the Noah's Ark store, died Wed- engulfing nearly 40 men under an
Dicke, and it is thought some one
committee. Judge Berry was called
nesday night of pneumonia. Mr. enormous weight of masonry and wapoisoned the dog with ground glass.
to Louisville this morning on import
ter. Between IS and 20 workmen
KI ItOKI STARTS.
Society Will Meet Next Month in ANOTHER SMALLP
Baker
had left to attend her leedalde
DX CASE
at professional business. It is necknown to be dead, 13 are InjurSeattle. %lay 4--4.in rat EuroAtlanta.
and arrived before she expired She are
FOUND
IS
ON
SOUTH
SID
essary that he be here before the
ed and several others unaccounted
la and party of Japaiteee officer*
Dr. J. 0. Brooks, vice president of
was
the oldest of five children and
Another case of smallpox was
lavas* of the returns can be made.
for. Some of the injured will die. All
left this morning for Chicago,
the
American
Anti-Tuberenlools found this
morning and reported to leaves her parents, two sisters, two were
Mexicans.
Washington and Jameetewn.
League, has received a letter from Dr. W. T. Graves,
two children. The
health officer. The brothers and
Rime Quit of 'Own Accord.
President George BrliVie, at Allatita, six-year-old daughter
of Mr Roberts, funeral was held Friday.
Misner Now Wants an Actress.
Mr. Henry intim, stationman at
AMERICA N 'HA M-PMN.
Ga., authorising him to appoint as 719 Clark street, develope
d a case
New York, May
'o, I fire station, quit the service
—As soon as he
London. May 1.—Jsy Gould,
many delegates as he desires from yesterday. She Is siipposed to
have
Sunday School Convention.
is free from the loose tie that binds
oday. It is said that he will go to
18 year,. old. American tenet's
the local medical society to attend been exposed to the case at school.
In the roar future, probably the i him to Moe Charles T Terkel',
Icksburg. Miss., to work, where
champion, wrested International
WilWest Branch, Michigan, May 4.— i the annual convention of the league The house has been quarantined and latter
part of the preeent month, s lam Mizner It is reported, will
'Mere
wages
caulkers.
paid
are
chempionship from Rustic.. 0.
10
marry
te
Atlantic
be
The residence of Martin
the
bald
patient
My,
In
N. J.,
will not he moved to the Meeting of the county
Campbell
Sunday school ledith Carter, a beautiful little blonde
as a report out that a quarrel reMile's.
was destroyed by fire last night, June 1-4. The important subject of pest house. The inn school building
convention will be called at Wood- whom he has worshiped at
realsnat
Rhtte's
tilted In
ion but this
Intervals
while,Campbrei and his wife were at "Tuberculosis and Milk" will be one has been closed Indefinitely.
vine, At the meeting the report of for years.
is denied by stationmen. It is said
(MAIN MARKET.
it dance Six children were locked in topic of discussion, and Hon. Nathan
the progress will be made and the
that Ithue is on the heat terms with
4.—Wheat,
Cincinnati, May
the house..Two managed to eseape. Straus, of New Yerk, will preside
Covered carriage% were first used plan of
work for the future mapped
all, and quit of hitt own accord
The Orel ire:RP-wire was drawn At
SS
earn, 40; oats, 40%.
The other four were cremated.
over the meeting.
In Englaqd In 161.0,
out
Nuremberg la
•

Nee Ten Story Sky Scraper 'RECEPTION
of The First National Bank'

FOR
I
CLASS OF 10

UNIQUE CONTEST
AMONG CHILDREN

•

THREE STEAMERS 'WEATHER HURTS
IN FIELDS OF ICE
LOCAL BUSINESS

CHILDREN BURN;
PARENTS DANCE

1

-

I

-

CAIRO PABSTS IN
How to Cure
Constipation, SUNDAY OFFERING

A Home Telephone:

TheMostReliableWatch Dog
Valalli5/ MOP

•

V

-4

ORDER NOW

PADUCAlleHOME TELEPHONEtC0., Inc.

es1
inla OS

Few people altogether essepe a eiser-!
der of the bowels. You may catch cold,
over-eat, over-drink, worry too much,
not exercise enough or do a hundred and Colley. Expect to
Vimn Game
one other things that result in constipation or costivenes.s. When the trouble
By Fast-Playing
°canes it is well to know what to do for it.
In the opinion of thousands there is no
better cure for constipation than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone Old Time
Rivals From City Down the
can obtain for 50 cents or $1 at a dru
River Have Strong Line-Cp
store. We all have constipation occasionally, and the sensible thing to do is
For Season.
to have a bottle of this remedy stoats in the
house. You take It at night on retiring. for
example, and when you wake up In the morning
at your usual hour it produoestta results,
Your stomach instantly becomes lighter, your
GCS Illt.”11C WILL BE UMPIRE
head curare,, your eyes brighter, you feel active
and spry once again, your appetite has returned and you are ready to work with enthu- sissin aud vigor. au this
nut have taken
more than•dose or tell at sh cost not to exceed
two or three cents.
you afford to feel bed
a hen you can feel good for so little!
The Cairo Pabets against the PaDr. Wilson Brown. of Metropolis. III.. Ea'no ducah
Culleys at Wallace park tohesitancy in saying that Dr
Idwell's syrup
Pepsin is the greatest of an laxatives sad be morrow aftern
oon is the 'program for
frankly admits to his patients that If they used
It whtn the SLOUllieh. 11-ter or bowels got Out Of the baseball fans.
Manager Trail,
order they would have less need of him.
It Is flushed
gitbout doubt the best cure for occasional
his victory of last Suner
arms conetipatico. dyspepsia. biliousn
day over the Cairo Rubys, intends to
jaundice, sour stomach, lazy liver, flataleness,
diuzrhea. and similar digestive ills in old er,
or Like the game, not allowing Paduyoung. It is a thousand times better than salts
or purgative
acts gently but =rely. is cah's old time rivals to get an edge
pleasant to the taste, does not gripe, and
cures on him.
permailently.
Go to your druggist and get a 50 cent wet
"I believe we can bet the 'Pabsts'
bottle and see if our claims are not justilied.
without any trouble." Trail declared. "The 'Pabsts' were defeated April
TEST Tibe
* .ishinin triestrisClid- 26
tteinalur
at Metropolis by the 'Blues.' We
ing ea Mrs a tree same home seat bta
Voir toms by
Ulerotaire We romans. Pits sfir tat. orate BMUS were
beaten by the Blues, but not by
remedy will do as we clam NW 10 oda woo
to
who nave never taken It. lend for till you haveMoss
agg any such score. I 'have been placing
symptoms of stomach, ever or testi disease
se roil elective Munn tor diagram, women likanat
old my men in the most advantageous poAsks. A varvilein. eeneeramt home cure.aridTilt
sitions, and think I have the teem
PUBLIC VERUIC r: "No Wotan So Good
Sara
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." Taband
well balanced and will put up
boars WrItY guarantee No. 17, Washington, D.MAW
a
C.
strong tight."
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
107Caldwell Bldg., "Monticello, III.
Eddie Powers, formerly a star
fielder in the Kitty for Cairo and for
Paducah, will pitch for the 'Pabsts.'
Powers is a favorite here and will
doubtless be greeted by an admiring
crowd of fans, eager to see him outdone,
Manager Trail will pitch Arnold,
his star twirler, who let the St. Louis
WALLACE PARK CASINO.
Monday
"Fra Dlavola" "Washington's" down without a hit.
Tuesday
The Cu:ley line-up follows: Block,
"I'm 'Savoie"
Wednesday
"La Mascotte" c; Arnold p; W. Block, lb; Ross,
Thursday
"La Mascotte" 2b; taker, 3.4); Ford
es; Bulger,
Friday
"Said Pasha" Hart and Loftin in the outfield.
In order to assure good umpiring,
Saturday, matinee and night ....
"Said Pasha" Gus Brahic has been secured to hold
the indicator.
"Beggar Prince" Opera Co.
The regular season at. Paducah's
National League.
popular summer resort will be openChicago-Pittsburg, snow, no game.
ed,aionday night, May 6, by the Beggar Prince Opera company. This exII E
cellent qprapany will be remembered
New Yaork
2
3 1
for the fine opera they gave us
last Brooklyn
1 3 1
Batteries— Mattbewsoo and Bresnahan; Stricklett and Butler.

depends largely/SCits sanitary equipment.

You should be
exceedingly careful to have
the bathroom as thoroughly modern as it
is possible to make it.

BANKRUPT SALE
The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37
on the dollar, is now being sold at prices unheard of. The stock
consists of Clothing, Shoes, flats, Caps and heats' Furnishing
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.
J. J, Newman, Sale Manager.

127 South 3rd,

Ora
Package

THEATRICAL NOTES t

•

The
Different Store

D. F. ALEXANDER, Prop.

•

FREE

E. D. Hannan

Paducah Furniture Co.

i see

om -es* ewe

waters,

We can solve the plumbing question for
you by having our skilled plumbers install
'Staadard" Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
Fixtures. A "Steadied" Modern Bathroom will add a wealth of health to your
home and will increase in selling value as
well. Estimates cheerfully tianished.

We have a stock from which
we can suit you. We do no long
time business; we buy cheaply for
cash; our store is run most economically, and everything therein is
absolutely new. Your reason will
tell you that the place for you to
buy Furniture is

44 mit

4Ite,
Or

But They Can't
Use This
Signature

any

Good Health in the Home

ts1
elk *sae

This is your guide — your absolute protection in getting the
ORIGINAL — GENUINE

TOASTED
CORN FLAKES
the only Corn Flakes with a Taste that,can't be imitated.
Get it at your Grocers 10 cents.

BATTLE CREEK TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

R H B
,Boston
6 6 2
Philadelphia
2 4 3
Batteries--Lindarnan and Brown;
and Warner; Young and Shaw.
Lush, Soren and Jackslitsch. -

Ilr

blowing a stream of burning oil into
TO OUR FRIENDS.
engine fireboxes to fire the coal, was
Let Hollins and Bamberg handle
Amerran League,
RHE wheeled to the
engine and
the your real estate. We are in a posi0 4 4 stream of burning oil directed Into
RHE Washington
tion to present your offers in the
Boston
Detroit
3 3 1 the engine. It struck Parris
4 8 8
h in the most forceful and effective manne
Batter
r
ies—
Pattem
,
Falken
Chitago
berg and neck as he leaned towar
9 10 4
d the fire by personal solicitation and extenBatteries— Willets, Eubanks and Warner; Young and Shaw.
box. Parrish shoved up his hands sive advert
ising. Watch us and see
Schmidt; Patterson and Sullivan.
to protect his face and received bad how we
do it. A. J. Bamberg and H.
American Association.
burns on the hands and arms. He
C. Hollins, Real Fatate and Rentals,
Columbus
Second game:
1 jumped from
the high cab as soon Trusheart Building, Teleph
St. Paul
one 127.
1
R H E
as he could get to the side. His inCalled in the tenth on account of
Detroit
2 7 3 darkne
jteries
were
dressed at the hospital.
Of every len) gallons of illuminatss.
Chicago
1 9 2
ing oil used in the word flfty-four
. —
Batteries-- KEllan and
Palre; Indianapolis
A pet habit is one to woich al: wo- gallons are produc
ed in the United
Smith and McFarland.
3
men, in the family constantly object.. States
Milwaukee
.
6
1111141•••••••••

IT

RHE
No Baseball Today.
Philadelphia
.......3 8 3
No baseball game was played by
Newyork
4 6 2 the High school team
today. It was
Batteries —Coombes, Powers and
the intention to -bring Mayfield here
Berry.
Miss LUCIA NOLA,
today, but the weather proved too
Frinsa D011111/1 Soprano.
chilly. The next game will be with
R H
the R. L. Culiey team next Friday
•
season at the park. The famous sing- Cleveland
5 14 3 afternoon at League park.
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be found
St. Louis
ing opera "Fra Diavolo" will be
in the
10 15 1
givBatteries—Hess, Thlelman, Moore
en Monday and Tuesday nights.
SERIOUSLY BURNED:
Reading, Racycle and Laclede Bicycles. TERM
Mr. and
S EASY.
Clark; Powell. Morgan, Pelty
Byron Bronte, the Italian barito
ne
appearing
"Diavolo." "La MatLaborer at Round Menge Receive.
Sold and guaranteed by
cotte— Wednesday and Thursd
Stream of Hot Oil.
ay.
"Said Pahso cmfwyp shrdlu cmCcv
Dock.
Parrish, a colored laborer in
y
"Said Pasha" Friday and Saturd
the Illinois Central round house, is
ay
with a matinee Saturday at 3 p. m.
sefferIng from bad burns inflicted
One set awnings, steel slide last
"?arley's Anat."
night accidentally while laborers
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
"Charley's Aunt" which was per- frame, in good
were preparing to "fire" an engine
condi
tion.
.
New Phone 481-a
tained all over the country with
Old Phone 743
Parrish was in the cab of one of the
L. B. OGILVIE
great success about fifteen
engines. The oil furnace used
years
in
ago, ,will be revived at the Kentucky Monday, May 13, and
Mr.
Etienne Oirardot whirs created in this
country the role of Lord Fancourt
Babberley, will appear In his
old
Part. The farce was originally pro
duced In England and It is unques
tionably one of the best laugh producers that country has ever sent
over to America. The fun of tbe
piece results from the experiences of
two young fellows who are
expecting
some girls to visit them at school
,
hoping to have an old aunt arrive
in time to chaperpne them. When
she fails to put In an appearance
they compel Lord Babberley, one of
the "easy marks" of the school, to
masquerade In petticoats in her
place as an old lady from Brazil. His
ridiculous attempts at her impersonI have decided to quit the Jewelry business
and engage in tither lines. I will dispose of my
ation and his frequent endeavors to
entire
stock at auction, commencing Saturday,
escape from his predicament keep
May 4, 1907,at 2 p. m., and have engaged
the
famo
aucti
us
oneer
s,
Samuel S. Levy & Sons, of Chicago, Ill., to
the audience In a constant roar of
conduct this sale.
laughter. Practically the name comThis will be your chance to buy nice, clean,
up-to-date goods at your own price. As this
pany seen in the revival of the merry
stock has
been
bought within eight months, there will be
farce in New York last spring
no old stock to work off. Every Lady attending
will
this sale
Satu
rday
after
noon will be presented with a handsome Souv
interpret the comedy here.
enir

Ease Elegance Economy

a.

as

FOR SALE

S. E. MITCHELL

4 CO.

When you call for something really good, don't
simply call for "whiskey,"
name it. Prove your ability
to discriminate by specifying

Early Times
R

Jack Beam
Bottled in Bond.

Nine Summers Old

GREAT AUCTION SALE
*10,000 worth of the very latest and very
best stock of

JEWELRY
In Paducah, at Auction.

Spoon, Free. All are cordially invited.

FOR SAM
16 per cent. Investment property
en Month Side, et2,000. A. J. Hem1#erg and H.
Hon'ne. Trucheart
Illdg. 'Telephone 127.

J.0.501W6RS
.ake.

Seteu•

eeeidiesseSeugalaist
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'fathora home, 611 South Sixth
street, of measles. Mr. L. D. Allen, of Harris, Tenn.,
arrived in the city today to visit relatives.
Mr. A. G. Willett, of the city, reInformal Bridge Party This After- turned today from a buteueeii trip
Circuit Court.
to Mayfield and Fancy Farm,
noon.
The order of yesterday
Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells, of the Emwas set
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Covington, of
nside and a judgment entered for $48
pire Apartments, is entertaining in- IL:afield, visited in the city
today.
today in the appeal case of L.
formally with a pretty bridge and
le
Mrs. Daisy Winfrey, of Mayfield,
Creasey against W. S. Spann.
souvenir party this afternoon in hon- arrived at noon to
visit Mrs. Arch
D. J. Randle against Florence E.
or of her guest Mrs. Maude Conway Sutherland, of
714 Broadway.
Randle and T. E. Russell, adminisBlanchard of Boston. Beside, the
Mr. B. E. P. Matthis, of Union trator,
against L. B. Spann, Manessgame prize there are souvenirs for
City, Tenn., is in the city on a busi- ed.
each guest. These will be drawn
ness trip.
Andrew P. Humburg, et al, against
from a big "Jack Horner Pie" and
Judge T. Swisgart, of Union City, J. C. ,Boaz, admini
strator, judgment
will be an attractive feature of the
We hme made up from Remnants of Velvet, Ax
Tenn., is in the city today.
for sate entered.
entert
a;nmen
t.
deligh
A
tful
twominster and Brussels Carpet a large assortment of
Mr. F. C. Burnett returned today
Phoebe Riglesberger, et al, petirugs
course luncheon will follow the game.
one and one-half yards long, nicely fringed. They
from Mayfield to spend Sunday.
tioners, ex parte, 'report of commieThe guests, beside the guest of honare
County Superintendent S. s. avi- sioner filed showing that Jesse Gilworth double the price and are sure $1 00
or, are: Mesdames E. G: Boone,
ington
to go with a rush. Choice
is in Bowling Green attend- bert and Pat Lally, purchasers of
George B. Hart David L. Van Culin,
Victor Voris, Hal Corbett. Richar ing the annual convention of county property sold by' order of court, faild
ed to make bond.
Terrell, George Exalt, Henry Thomp- superintendents.
B. F. Spraggs agalreat Garner
Master Sinnott Meyers, the ii.tle
son, James Weille, Charles Wheeler.
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. 'Meyers, Bros., judgment for the defendant
1434 Brtiadway, is ill from measles. entered. Spraggs sued for $302 for
Enjoyable Surprise Party.
furniture confiscated on attachment.
Miss Elizabeth
A surprise party was greatly enArnold, of 612
In the case of Lacy Hall
joyed at the home of Miss S. L. Jack- South Sixth street, has returned to
against
son, of 1202 Trimble street, last Denver, Col., where she limas the the Paducah Furniture Manufacturing company, a verdict for the deevening. Those present were: Misses winter.
Undoubtedly the most artistic Dry
fendant was returned.
He
Ida Sexton, Mamie Heath Alma Armasked
Patrolman Billy Orr, of the Union
Goods window seen in Paducah in
$10,000 damages for the loss of sevstrong, Geraldine Gipson, Bessie depot beat, returned to work
last eral fingers.
many a day is The Blue and Brown
Watts, Nola Hall, Lula Sexton, S. le night after
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
a ten
days' vacation
display at L. B. Ogilvie & Co. Two
Sexton
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
Gertrude Dipple; Messrs. spent in Paducah.
separate displays in one window, one
John Hardy, Oscar Straub, Will FarDeeds Filed.
-Err. Gilbert, osteopath, 40.0 efi
Architect 0. D. Schmidt went to
is The New Browns and the other
City of Paducah to Sarah
rell, Walter Benders, John
Princeton this noirning on business.
Broadway. Phone 196.
A.
Rook.
The New Blues, with every thing to
Omer Hall, Frank Beadles., Cecil
Mrs. Frank Hill returned from Weeks, lot in Oak Grove - cemetery,
-Drink Belvedere, the master match,
from the pretty silk hosiery
$100.
Robertson, Allison Watts, Claud Mc- Florence Statio
brew.
.n this morning after
to the long gloves.
Jacob Well, et al, to Mrs. JeaFadden.
a short visit to relatives.
-Belvedere beer is a home proEvery article harmonizes, and
Mr. W. W. Simms, of Chicago, ar- nette Weil, property on West Broadduct. Remember that.
while they are many shades there Is
Wilkerson-Adams.
rived today to visit Mr. and Mrs. way, $500.
'-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen none that
does not precisely blend
Mr.
Frank
Porter
Adams
Hill.
, a linotype opat Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
with the other.
erator. and Miss Bessie Wilkerson,
Mr. E. T. Bourquin. who Is in
Marriage Licenses.
-You know your calling cards
It's really an artistic display, and
daughter of Mr. W. L. Wilkerson of Ohio on a business trip, will return
J. R. McClean
are correct when they come from' the one that would
to Mrs. Bette
do credit to Chicago. the
Palmer Transfer company, were home next week.
Kyles.
Sun office. Script cards and plate,
married this morning at the home of
Charlie Skinner to Lady Elrod.
$1,50 a hundred; the Old English at
Mrs. Nancy Walker is quite Ill at
Fighting Preacher.
the bride, 326 North Fourth, street. her home and her son,
H. Fowler, Brookport, to EI:a
J.
$3.00.
Wesley
WalHass, S. D., May 4.- The Res.
They left over the Nashville, Chatta- ker, of Mayfield, is
Baker, Brookport, colored.
-Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Meyer, the
at her bedside.
John McVey, the well known misnooga and St. Louis for Mississippi
G. P. Adams to Bessie Wilkerson
fresco artists, will leave today for
Mrs. Richard Helsley and children
Incurporated.
isionary, who is working among the
this afternoon. 'Miss Wilkerson is an will return home to Memph
Ed Ligon to Oran Huggins.
Metropolis to fresco the Methodist settler
is
tos in the Bald river country, attractive
young
woman and Mr. Ad- night after a visit to Mrs. Helsle
church.
y's
!soundly. whipped two burly cowboys, ams
Is known to many friends in this mother: Mrs. John Diemen,
In Bankruptcy.
-Those bad roaches are getting Georg
of
532
e Carney and Fred Temple, be- city.
South Sixth street.
FOR RENT-- Cottage $8
Hon. E. W. Bagby, referee in bank
worse. Use Kamleiter's Roach Ex,_ _
per
icause they tried to compel him to
Miss Alice Hovious has returned ruptcy, dismissed the petitio
month, Apply 441 South Sixth
terminetnr and steals them etst-n
filed
et-reel..
taire-at drier is-I-Whisky after he had
Matine
Musica
e
Progr
from Nashville, where she has been by A. E. Boyd, trustee of the
l
am.
-Souvenir book of the city just
FURNISHED trout room for rent.
estate
declined to do so. •
The following is the attractive visiting her tather,•Capt. John
the thing to send your friends abroad
apply to 320 South Third.
Hovi- of E. Rehkopf, in which he sought to
The minister is a college man program for the meeting of the
Mat- 01.18.
for sale at R. D. Clemente & Co.
secure possession of $10,0•00 worth
FOR SALE-Typewriter in
from the east, and used to be a foot- !nee Musical club on Wednesday
firstafMr.
R. W. Morris. traveling of paid up insurance policies. Refere
--City subscribers to the Daily
class condition. call Postal
e
ball player, boxer and all-around ath- ternoon at the Parish house of Grace
TeleMITC
HELL
S for high-grade bicyfreight agent of the Seaboard Air Bagby decided that the policie
Sun who wish the delivery of their
graph company.
s had
lete. He was on his way to a ranch church:
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
line, was in the city yesterday on a no cash surrender value,
!tapers stopped must notify our
and could
col- to hold a religious meetin
Compo
FOR SALE-Household and kitch:
sers
-E.
MacDo
A.
well
g
when
and
the
business trip.
lectors or make their requests direct
not be taken as assets of the bankWANTED- Set of encyclopedla.s.
en furniture. Apply 626
two cowboys, who had sworn to pree Liza Lehman.
North
Mr. H. G. Johnston, of Sixth and rupt. Rehkepf berrowed money
to The Sun office. Ne attention
on Address B. care Sun.
will vent the meeting, waylai
Leaders-Mrs
Twelfth between 2 and 4 p.
D. M. . Flournoy, Clark
d him, handm.
be paid to such orders when given
streets, Is Convalescent after the policies from banks before
the
QUICK MEALS at all 'tours, Buched over a bottle of whisky and told Miss Jennie Gilson.
FOR RENT- Four rooms and
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
an illness of the grip.
act of bankruptcy.
hail
anan's 219 Kentucky avenue.
1. Biographical Sketches-- Mrs.
him to drink it. He declined, whereupstairs. Gas and water, 415
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducah
,Mr. J. W. Hills superintendent of
South
A dividend of 5.0 per cent and one
Vietor
Voris.
upon they aiought to force the liquor
BUCHANAN'S Restaurant. Open Third street.
beer.
the N., C. & St. L. railroad, has re- mill was declared yesterday
2. Quartette, (a) Suite from Perin the day and
night, 219 Kentucky avenue.
-We give you better carriage and down his throat. Within five minWANTED- Everybody to knor
turned
after
a
general inspection bankruptcy case of Max J. Michaelsian Garden --Lehman. (b) Misses
that we have fish food for sale.
better service for the money, than utes the pastor had, with his bare
trip
over
FOR
the
road.
Heatin
son.
g
Biedand
Stove
wood
Anne Bradshaev and Letha Puryear.
ring
erman's.
Ie given by any transfer company in fists, knocked out both men and tak437 Ir. Levin.
Mrs. W. J. Clark aura, Attie son
Mesda
mes
D.
Flourn
-M.
oy
and
Geo.
a revolver
America. Fine carriages for specia en from one of them
WANTED-White girl to do genSam are improving at their homel
.
RING 364;-,elide,- • phone,
Cases Decided,
which had been drawn in the strug- B. Hart.
for eral
occasions on short notice, also
1114 South Fourth street,
house stork. Apply 701 Souta
eleVoice'
3.
solo-Sel
ected
"Clea
Globe
ns
Miss
Bank
All"
and
JuTrust company
Furniture Polish.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. gle.
Fourth.
Mrs. Mack and Mrs. C. H. Blaney
lia Scott.
against Phoebe Itigglesberger, et al.,
TELEPHONE; 655 for
-Sunday at the Mt. Zion Baptist .Carney got up and shook hands
hickory -VCR SALE
4. Paper, "Historical Collections of are visiting in St. Louis.
-- Good family horee.
Judgment for $23,844 2e, balance on wood.
church, preaching at 11 a. m. At 1 with the missionary. Temple was
Ed. liertnon, an engineer on the
city broke, eight years ord.
Music."-Miss Compton.
Apply to
a
note
of
$25,00
0.
The
judgm
ugly
ent
after his licking, and threateno'clock 14 candidates; will he bapCLOTHES cleanea, pressed, re- 128 South Second. Old
5. Violin solo, Selection from Per- I. C. railroad at Mounds is in Brook - carries
phone 3012.
with it the attachment of the
tized in the Tennessee river at the ed to shoot McVey on sight. Carney, sian
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 969-a.
Garden, (Lehman)- Mrs. Wil- port attending the -bedside of his itigglesberg
FOR eCieNT--Iwo tirseic
er
mill
ataii
property
on
foot of Tennessee street. Preaching however, seized him by the throat Ham Clark.
wife who has been suite sick.
R.
S.
BUCK
10tteee, Eleventh and Broad
MAN
carpen
ter
333
George and Third streets.
way, one
at 3 and 8 p. m. by the pastor, the and made him apologize to the minMr, Porter Adams, or Meridian.
North Eighth.
6. Vocal Selections (a) from a
two-story
brick
business
house
Columbus Greer, colored, against
Rev. A. W. Gates. At 9 p. m. Bro. ister, shake bands and promise to Persian Garden; (b)
!Thirt
eenth and Clay. Paducah Brew
from MacDow- Miss., will leave this afternoon for the Illinoi
WANT
ED-T
Centra
s
ees
l
railro
':Leer
ad,
s,
judgtreat
two
him
four
"right
W. W. Phillips will be ordained in
" in the future. ell--Mrs. James Weill.,
Bowling Green, Ky., to
, hg company.
visit
his ment for $2,50 damages.
Then the three men mounted
He asked mule teams. Old phones 466 or 813.
the ministry.
7. Piano Suite, Woodland Sketches mother and sisters. •
their
'
FOR SALE-A high c:ass comb;'
for $2..041.0. Greer received 50t)
FOR RENT- Antra floor over I
-Place your orders ror wedding cayuses and together rode on to the (MacDowell)-Miss Caroline Ham. • Miss Mary
nation saddle and harnese mare,
Wheelere ef Herrin, Ht., volts of electricity, while
se
working in Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
ranch whore the meeting Was to be
Invitations at home.
The Sun Is
en years did. and in excellent
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Peter J. the Illinoi
condis Central turn table pit..
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Poet Office.
held.
showing as great an assortment
Miss May Hayes has returned from Beckenbach, of South Fourth street.
on. James Campbell, Jr.,
as
127 S.
Receivers' Report.
•
At titetelheeting Temple told how Forrest. Miss., where
you will find
any-where at prices
TELEPHONE New Phone 224 and 4th street.
for a year she
Mr. Leslie Jones, of 2012 'Bridg
Felix
Rudol
e
ph
and
Cecil
Reed,
McVey
much lower than you will have to
re- I shall call to collect
had knocked him
and his has been teaching MUSIC
your slop and
street, is able to be out after several ceiver
BRIGHT-intelligent
man, travs for the People's Home Purpay elsewhere.
partner out, whereupon a
table refuse. Walter Williams.
Mrs. Gilbert Presnell has return- days' illness.
mighty
• eling position, $20 per week, straig
chasin
compa
g
ny,
ht
filed
cheer
a repo
went up from the congregation ed from Smithlance
--as seeing Invitations, announceFOR
.
RE
-STT
-7
- --Taricely
furnished salary to start expenses advanced.
ing a balance of $2,839.92 on hand.
McVey is now the most popula
ments and every. character of
front room, all con/Sentences, 837 Reference and bond
Mr. L. E. Petit yesterday returned
r man
enrequired. 014
Notice.
graved work is given careful, per- in the Bald river country and
.Jefferson
established house. MrBrady & Co.,
Carney from a trip to St. Louis.
We
think
we can save you money
sonal attention at the Sun job office. and Temple are his best friends.
Lbehlinif Recital to be June I.
Mr. Carl RO'SS, of Vicksburg. has on your eoncre
WHEN in a hurry, go to Buchan- Chicago.
,
te sidewalks
We
On the evening of June the first
-Nice clean baled straw to go
arrived here to locate.
an's 219 Kentucky avenue, for
WANTED- Traveling salesman.
guarantee all ours and are ready at
your
with your new carpet-at Kamlei- Opening Meeting
Miss
Virgin
ia Newell and her claws
Mrs.
of Church FurnishN. 5.
Walker, of 'Dyers- all times to give estimates.
Old established Specialty paint house
lunch.
Come will present. Mr.
ter's.
Emil IsleblIng, the
ing Society.
burg,
Tenn,
has
return
can
nse an A-1 traveling salesman in
ed
home
to
see
afus
at
our
GASOL
office,
•
INE LAUNCH for hire to
126 South eminent Chicag
o pianist composer in'
The Church Furnishing society of ter visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fourth street, or phone us 490 ovei•
small parties. L:censed operator. New Kentucky. Salary and expenses. To
grand concert.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
the First Christian church will have George Crumbaugh, of.North Seventh the old phone.
avoid delay give references when apphone 344: old phone 2840.
The occasion will be the Initial
Palmer-H W. Ames, Chicago; J. Its open
street.
plying. The Eclipse Paint and
She was accompanied by her
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL.
meeting for -May on Monday
WANT
Mfg
EDColored Man to do
artists appearance at the Woman's
S. Carney, Nashville; A. T. Sullivan, afternoon
Co.,
nephe
w,
Robert
Cleveland, 0.
Crurnb
augh,
at 3 o'clock
son
of
with
house
Mrs
cleani
ng.
Ring
1789.
club building and will be the most
Old
New York; 0. J. F. Smith, Fremont, James
C. Utterback at her home In Mr. Lee Crumhaugh.
WANTED-For U. S. Army;
Subscribe for The Sun.
Attlee,
brilliant artistic' even of the season. phone.
W. T. *tech, Louisville; H. E. Arcadia.
-Mr. Joe Walker, chief mechanic of
bodied unmarried men betwee
The Ladles' Aid society
n ages
MANWith
rig; $96 a month;
Parties having not subscribed for tickooksen. St. Louis; W. P. Dodgers, will
the
of 21 and 35: citizens AI
Louisville and Nashville divisions
be the guests of the Furnishing
United •
ets can secure them by calling Mies send for contract. Royal Co-Op. Mfg.
Kansas City; W. E. White, Phila- society
States, of good character and'
. The fololwing attractive of the Mugs Centril, was in Padutene
Indian
apolis
,
lad.
Newell
,
elphia; F. P. Oliver, New Orleans; musica
phone
1578
or,
Miss
cah
Reed.
perate habits, who can speak,
today.
l program will be presented
real
phone
844.
Diees
for I griC
waye Atlanta; J. B. Grunett, during
The number of tickets
st and write English.
Dr. P. P. Woodward Tibbett. of
the afternoon!
For information
housekeeping. Apply to 313 Madiwill
ho
Cadiz: E. J. Hayward, Marlon: Celt_
almite
d
as
is
It
desire
Chicag
d
that
apply to recruiting officer, New
o, is in the city for a several
Plano solo--Mr. William Reddick.
Richthe tertiet shall be greeted by a genu- son. Old phone 2954).
Hiii, Paris: S. E. Owen, Memphis.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Vocal solo--Mrs. David M. Flour- days' visit among her old friends.
ine
intere
sted,
Belvedere- A. Schmidt,
sympat
She
hetic
stoppi
is
and
ng at the Palmer House.
apprePAPER CLEANING and Painting,
Louis- noy.
WANTED-Horses and cattle to
cisreive Omit-ace,
ville; A. B. Vaccaro:3. Memphis; R. F.
ante watt formerly Miss Flora Woodold Phone 2029. C. S. Creason.
Work pasture. Special attention given te
Vocal duet, duet arentnpalnmentgel
ward, of Paducah.
otta, Chicago; L. M. McGee, La Cen_
guaranteed and done by union labor young horses and mares
Mrs. Maud Conway Blanchard, Mrs.
with colts
Mr. Mike Williams, superintendr; C. S. Guild, eockjort, N. Y.; F.
Beautify Paducah.
FOR RENY= About June 1, three No mules taken. Have 100 acres in
George B. Hart.
ent of the marine ways, returned toParkmire, Louisville; 8. R. LintBrunson's eta rate plant eale is now room house,' at 1100
plenty of water.
South Fourth good gratis with
Vocal solo-Mrs.Jemes
day at noon from New Orleans aftermer, Boston; J. G. HaTris, Chicaon at their greenhouse's as Rowland- street. Apply to S. A. Hill.
Telephon Terms $2 per month. Four milei
Vocal solo-Mr. Emmet Bagby.
; business trip.
Place
from city on Hinkleville gravel
We offer Asters, Aleyesum. 964. s
mail
Violin solo-Miss Aline Bagby Mr. John G. Miller went to Prince'ow Richmond-W. H. Stapp, Koe
Coleus, Candyturft, Lobelia, 'Net/KurtJ. R. GREATHOUSE, contract Old Flournoy pla('e. Address C. W.
Mr. William Reddick at the piano.
'on
today
for a businets trip
Duncan. R. F. D., No. 6, City.
Ie. N. Staxton. Dyersburg; R. E.
:items, Petunias, & etc. 2 c each.
house painter and
decorator.
Vocal solo-Mrs. Maud Conway
All
Little Henry Sanders, son of ,Paton, Memphis; L. 0. 1.add, ClarksRoses. Geran lit me. Parlor Ivy, work guaranteed first
class.
Blanchard,
Old
rolman Jack Sanders, is Ill at his
e, Tenn.; G. W. Drum. Mound
sem a. Su Una, sVerben las. Helllo- phone 1064.
Mrs. Flash,
The gay Mrs. Flash has
y, lJl. J. F. Morgan, Princeton:
t rope & etc. 3c each.
FOR SALE - New three room
Remarried, you know;
. H. Fleming, Birdsville; Harry
Other plants of all kinds at low house, lot 4-0x2
1',), six blocks from
She earns to the city
prices. Come goon and get
nit, Cleveland, Tenn.; Frank Rut
the boat Union station, at $000. Old phone
Three husbands ago
selection.
r. Smithlapd; A. L. Reeder. Nash2284.
-Harold Busman in Lippincott's.
ville; 'Mrs. M. H. Travillton. MetropC. L. BRUNSON & CO.
V% ANTED-- Position as stenogralie.
land piece
pher. Have had four years' experi
Visitor Ito prisoner)--Poor man'
52 Broadway mid Rowland Place
SR. Nicholas-Chas. Sutton. Inence. Satisfactory reference given.
What brought you to this? Convic
ianapolls; G. W. Newton, Birmingt Address B, care T. A. Baker,
city.
Poverty, arum. I didn't have money
am,' Ala.; J. M. Newton. and wife,
As has been announced, for
HAVE YOUR Reimers repaired
enough to hire a corporation
rmingharn. Ala.; -R. Butler, Palms,
lawyer
Rellroed Notes.
a time we will sell Shop Caps
washed and oiled at the Paducah
Hay tor tell me how ter steal legally
Schisler, Emporia, Ill.; E. Wilson,
new
A
.- time card, No. 4e, for the netts and Saddle
for TWO CENTS on Monry Co , 204 Ken• Life.
. Louis, A. 0. Girard, SmithlatoL
Louisville division of the Illinoi tucky
s
avenue.
days only. Come in any time
0. Baker, Eta; Ben Story, Eva;
Central, effective Sunday at
12:01
LOSTSomewhere between Ohio
Monda
y
and
"Scribbly must Intend starting
get
one
of these
ed Tabor, Memphis,
o'clock p. m., was received today.
a
No street and Sears grocer
y a ladles' magazine." "What makes you
caps. Only one cap sold to
changes tre made in the Paduc
think
ah gold Elgin watch Initial
s H. 5. on rine" He told me he had a roeherne
each customer..
dietriet.
CARPENTERS WANTED.
ease Return to 621 South
Sixth for to get his stuff published." -Cleve
Engineer J. J. Buckley,
(eiod carpeutere too agate wages of
the I. reward.'
"
land Plain Dealer.
is off duty on account of Illness
no per day. Apply at Atop Fourth
.
tn
,
ratWe
haVe
weehi
a
-Teit
nglon streets, J. W. Leekiii
Fireman 'c. Rudolph, of West
spring wagons and buggies that
Harker--"Slowboy is all
otod & Tuttes
we
Jackson *treat,
right
111 and Off duty.
MIN5A1108 Y5 011iffTTEFIS
must get out of our way, and to
de when It nomee to looking ahead.'
Engineer John Oneself. of West
so,
will
sell
at
a
bargain, if sold al Parker "Yes; but he's all
Eabecribe for The Sala.
reteetiseee pees
Jeffereon street, is ill end unable to once.
wrong
Sexton Sign Works 16th
and when it comes to going
es. os duty.
Madison. Phone 401.
Chicago Daily News.
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AND SOCIAL EVENTS
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gemnant gugs $1

CellielltiC0...

Is the goods to make your
walls clean, pretty, healthy
and artistic. It changes the
color, makes home look
new and cheerful for the
little sum of

BEAUTIFUL DISPLAY

55 Cents

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

H

1

ii

co.,

FoR RENT-Rooms

THE BARN DANCE.

IISHOP
CAPS
2cents
MONDAY

or

Vogildiefix;

4,be

i

—10A01

raTE PADIVATI EVENTVG SUN.

NEW SCHOOL HOUSE
CAUSING TROUBLE

Nursing baby?
It's a heavy strain on mother.
Her system is called upon to supply
nourishment for two.

Board Divided on Question of
Its Location

Some form of nourishment that
will
be easily taken up by mother's
system
is needed.

•

Moulins Slipping By and No Decision
Is Made lay Trustees and
Noise Likely.

Scoffs Emulsion contains the
greatest possible amount of nourishment in easily digested form.

-0°

HOW THEY STAND IN

MATTER

SATURDAY, MAI 4.

_..................11110111.00110sw

OUTDOOR DAYS ARE HERE

Though the rainy, disagreeable spring days may
seem frequent just now, the real outdoor days
are here. The sting is gone from the winds
and warmer weather is just around the corner.
Many preparations ara necessary before one
really is ready for spring and summer. You
brighten up your house with paper and paint,
why not give the porch anctlawn a little attention---new furniture for them. We undoubtedly
have the most complete line of outdoor furniture ever brought to Paducah and the generosi
ty of our credit system relieves you from any
"can't-afford-it" feeling, Just see how reasonabl
e these prices are.

Mother and. baby are wonderfully
helped by its use.

Facing the possibility of unhoused
school children uext September, the
school trustees are divided on the
question of location of the new
ALL DRUGGISTS: SOc. AND $1.00
building south of Broadway, and a
month of time already has slipped
away without any definite steps being taken toward providing for the
compuesi of Messrs. Harry Judd, Pedistrict now supplied by the Long•
ter Beckenbach, J. 0. Keebier, Robfellow building. The question of
ert Coenor and Charles G. Kelle
y: location for the
new building has not
On May 13 the committee will
been put to a vote but when it is, it
•
meet
Archi
in
tect Lassiter's office
NAME BY WHICH ODD FELLoWS'
probably will show an even division.
HOME WILL RE CHRISTENED. any persons wanting to reserve office President List
and Trustee Beckonroom in the building. It is the desir
e bach head one facti
on, tvhich favors
of the cononfttee to offer every
con- the Lyon prope
rty, or a location in
venience to tenants.
•
that neighborhood. Trustee Kelle
The. name "Three Link." building
y
and Secretary Byrd head the other
was adopted, and A. L. Lassiter was
Henry Counts, a carpenter on the facti
on, that thinks the new building
employed to plan the remodeling
of Dick Fowler, his wire ana Miss Goi- should be bn the other side
of Jackthe Longfellow school building
son street.
at die Spores, lett on toe Georg
:a Lee
Fifth street and Kentucky avenue
at for a visit in 'Mississippi
Three-quarters of an hour were
and Oklaa meeting of the Odd Fellows' comhoma. Marion Berry will
given to the discussion of 'sites
take the
mittee last night. The eommittee
was carpenter's job on the
Dick Fowler. the meeting of the school board last
night. Much difficulty in secur
ing
fair valuations on property has
been
encountered by the committee
and
where such conditions have
been
found, other considerations make
the site undesirable.
When the blood is pure and healthy
One point has the unan
the skin will be soft, smooth and
imous
free from eruptions, but when the
agreement of the board, and
blood becomes infected with some
that is
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by
replies, eruptions, boils and pimples, that the new building shoul
d not be
or other disfiguring and annoying skin
disease. The skin is provided with located where a
conflict between the
countless pores and glands which act
as a drainage system to rid the body color
ed pupils of the Lincoln
of impurities through the persp
buildiration_ that is constantly passipg thro
ugh ing and the new
these little tribes. There are other
building would ocglands that pour out on the skio an
oily
substance to keep it soft and pliable.
When the blood bectimes filled with cur.
humors and acids these are thrown
off through the pores and 'friends,
Allowing a full month for the
burning and irritating the skin and
actdrying up the natural oils so that
we ual construction to get under way. it
have not only. Acne, Eczema, Salt
Rheum, etc., but such dry, scaly skin would
be June 1 before the build
affections as Tetter, Psoriasis, and kindr
ing
ed:troubles. The treatment of skin
.roubles with salves, washes, lotio
could be started and three
ns, etc. is not along the right line. .
months
True,
such treatment relieves some of the
itching and discomfort and aids in keep- would be left to get it into shape for
ing the skin clear, but it does not reach
the real cause of the trouble, whic school purposes. The trustees
in seh
are humors in the blood, and it can
therefore have no real curative effect
on lecting a site, consider the district
these skin affections. S. S. S., a gentl
e acting amlperfect -blood purifier, is to -be
served, and endeavor to make
the best and (Friel:est treatment. It
gcies down into the blood and removes
Use walking distance evenl
the humors, fiery acids and poisons from
y balanced
the circulation, cools the overheated blood, and by sending a fresh
for all pupils. The- trust
stream of nourishing blood to the
ees,
who faskin
permanently cures skin dfseases of every
character. S.S S.is made entirely vor a site beyond Jackson street, say
9f health producing roots, herbs and
barks, and is an al4solutely safe reme
dy that the Lyon property would not be
tor young or old. S S S cures Ecze
ma, Acne, Salt Rheum, Tetter, Pso- any better
located than the Longriasis, and all other disagreeable and unsig
htly eruptions of tthe skin. Speci
al fellow building was. While the
book on Skin Diseases and any medical
advice desired furnished free to
other
all trustees say that a
who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATL
new building must
ANTA, GA. be built in
the near future to accommodate the pupils out
toward the
te.4211111inta.snee.e...anitsea,O• Union
station and Worten's addit
ion.
and that to byild the new
school now
to serve those sections
of the city,
would disarrange the balan
ce that
would be kept by building
on the
If you are charged $1.50:
Lyon property.
for. connection with 900 subscribers what should
Kverywhere the trustees
look for
a site the valuations
you pay for 3,000 subscribers.
rise speedily
and the trustees think that
if the tax
Call 300 for Contract Department.
assessors would follow
their tracks,
a different assessment
of certain
property would follow.

"THREE LINKS"

REMOVES
•BLOOD HUMORS

.`This Sum Is So Hard to Do" (?)

EAST TENNESSTE7.LEPHONE CO.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.
A gt..:ilt.s f(,r

,

Biggreat and ()1cle8t.

Office Phones 369.

Residence Phones 726

Campbell E-3ulldIrlig, 13nducala,

W. F. Paxton,
President.

R. Rudy,
Caahler.

Ky.

P. Puryear
Ausiettnt Cashier.

CITIZENS'ISAVINGS BANK
erased
Capital
..• •• Or:•,*
Burping
as ••
Rtockliolders liability .....
•

.1"
.

•

$100,00e
?i0.000
109,000

Total security to depositions
11240,000
Account. of indlvidusis and firm.
nolicited. We apprel tete
oroall an well as large depositors and accor
d to all the name
courteous treatment.

Tntsbrsio,t Paid on
OPHN SATURDAY NIGHTS

Time reposits
FROM 7 TO S OCLOOK.

Third and Broadway

FOR SALE.
Rix room residence on North
Ride,
lot 50%165 to alley, gas
connection,
water, outhouses, impr
oved
H. r
Rotifer+ and A. .1. Bamb
erg, .True.
heart Bldg.
Judge--have you form
ed an
previous opinion of the
ease? Heti
pekt—No. Your Honor, but
Maria
has - Harper's Bazar.

1

Lawn and Porch furniture

r. Our iarge line of Porch and Lawn Goods
is complete. We have them in all styles
and finishes—red, green, golden, natural wood and
weathered oak, in mission style. Just
what you want for the fine weather now appr
oaching, at prices ranging from.
1 to $5.50

Settees $3.50 to $5.50
fio-Cans $2.25 to $45
This season we are shewing a
heautiful line of large and medium
size Go Carts, stationery and adjustable, at prices ranging from
$2 25 to $45 One of the favorites
is the English Go-Cars, finished
in weathered and Early English,
quartered and polished, uptiolsikred in leather to match and
leather
with
hood. They're
beauties and range in price from
$1$.00 to $35.00.

The Allwyn Folding Go=Cart
$6.00 to $12,50
The Allwyn Go-Cart may be had only at
our store and we
say without hesitation that it is the best and
most convenient
cart on the market today. The leather irim
mings are rich and
handsome, the enamel is BAKED on—n
ot painted—the frame
is r.e steel, making it strong and durable, yet
light, All ornaments are heavily nickeled, The cart is
capal•le of tIrce adjustments—upright, reclining and
collapsed. One simple
movement collapses it and it is then read
y to take on streetcar
or train, occupying almost no space, If you
are interested in
Go-Carts, don't fail to see this one.
$6 to $12.50.

THE HERRICK FOR THIRTY DAYS FREE

It Will Not Obligate You in Any Wa
y to Buy and Will
Demonstrate Its Superioty.
The perfect circulation of cold, dry air in The
Herrick Refrigerator is the ma:n
point of difference between it and all other refri
gerators, though it has many othir
features which are tot found in the old style
kind patented sanitary linings,
scientific drainage, air tight doors. It will only take
about ten minutes to show you the
value of these points and then, if you like,, thirt
y days use to demonstrate the truth of
our statements. If,you decide to buy, we will
arranze the terms to suit your conveLience. If not, just phone us to sentafter it.

House c:eaning days inevitably suggest new Carpets and Rugs and we all

The following reduced rates
are announced:
Los Angeles, Cal.—Mystic
Shrine and German Baptist
Brethren, April 25th to May
Pith. Round trip, /60.50,
limit July 31st,
Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
S18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
Memphis, Tenn., May 7. —
Special excursion— Leaves
Paducah Union Depot 9:57 a.
m. Round trip ;2, good returning special train leaving
Memphis May 8, 7:30 p. m.
•
Loulsrille, Ky. —Account of
Spring Meeting—Jockey Club
- $6.95 round trip. May 6, returning May 7; $5.96 round
trip. May 4, good returning
June 9; May 6-11-18-22-2529, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
days.

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN.
Agt City Ticket Cne
R. M. PRATJllflt,

For the lawn, a strong, yet attractive Settee is almost indispensable. The bent wood one, shown
in the illustration is a mighty good
one, though it only costs 13 50;
you can hove it finished in either
green, red or golden oak finish and
in either four or six foot lengths.
Don't put off buying your outdoor
furniture until it is really hot, for
there will be many an hour in the
next few days you would like to
spend on the porch.

ready-for the, comparisons which you
will, of ..cotir
. p1
4
11 ;:
, fai buy.
We I difith
unmistakable iood
Atatittoeiedtiens and
low prices togs rr
fbtv mean(-Mick soles.
AO: a- 4,4*IF , ,,la rtqi--.. ecA
mum/

F. N. GARNER & CO:
SOLE AGENTS FOR-HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINETS"
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We are always on the alert for new
and good things in house furnishing
s
and we feel confident that you
would
enjoy
%IPA of inspectioa t
Gardner's. You are welcome
here,
alway

s, whether you come to
buy or
to lust to see handsome
furniture

No Third Term for Mr. Roosevelt;
tonacco stemmerles were tlfstroyed
win( h was reeving slowl
y, vault
last December and was a witness
be- the fence and caught
the animal
fore
the
grant
&
jury
at
Will Make Another Statement Soon tern' of the Caldw
the March be was on the brink
of the emba
ell
circuit court.

Ment. Aarthe horse stopped a wor
lumped oat of the carriage.
She
Dry As a Bone tintIl Election.
about to thank Gray, but he
left
Washington, D. C., May 4.--POesifriends, politicians, and people reMaysville, Ky., May 4 --- Every sa- too aibrupt:y. - He caught
the
dent Roosevelt has decided to set at
siding in every section of the coun- loon, wholeiale and
retail whisky torten of the train and returne
mist all talk that he will he a morn- try
why want him to run again. The house closes today and will remai his post at the firebox.
n
date for the Republican nomination
closed until after the local optio
president does not ' feel, howev
er,
n
for the presidency next year. It was
sIeecon next Tuesday. The three Fined for Filin
that the time has come for him
to
g a Tobacco Bet
learned today upon the highest auClneinnati detectives hive been
publish a statement; be does net
OwenFhoro, Ky., May 4. ,--Ro
paid
bethorny that at the proper moment neve
b
off
and
have
left, as the temperance Goodwin, a
that polities is an all absorbing
young man of this pla
tb.. president will Jesup a statement
viestion with the Amer-I:an peopl people are convinced the' electien will was fined $20 In
Justice Rodma
e
to the AnterIcan people announcing
be fair.
at this time.
('Curt for destroying a p:-ant
bed b
that he will not accept renomination
longing to W. A. Howard,
Later on, if the demand for Presiby burnt
pnder any conditions, and calling atLeaves Cab: Rave. Woman.
the eanyas that was over the
dent Roosevelt's nomination shoul
plan
maysylue,
d
tention to the declaration he mad. on
may 4.„ ". c.' The bed
Es
was about 76 square yar
continue, and should Come from
a Gray, fireman
the night he was elected in NevemSurface.
on a n L. and N. paa.
larger section of the people, he will
ber in 19'04. as follows:
Fenger train, leaped from the engine
oodwn claimed that the
Gi
make
fire
a statement of renunciation In
"The wise custom which limits
Thursday, caught a runaway horse. eaused by a match that
he th
the say indicated above,
the president to two terms regards
saved a woman's Pre and then rp_laway after lighting * cigar
ette.
ithe substance and not the form.
entered the cab, all without a car' was the first case of its
kind to
wheel stopping. This almost incred
tinder
clreumetancFQwill
no
l- tried In this county and caused
ble performance W55 wItnereled by Isidertfbia. excitement.
I be a candidate for or accpt anGoodwin
many Mason con9ty burley tobacro'"ala that he ha.
other nomination."
- •
innocentwad
growers, who u beers! Gray round
The advisability of issuirg a state.
ly appeal the charge.
for Its harolsrn.
Ment at the present tfrite has been
Why Mrs. Hollowell Was Simi.
The incideft:' took place In flourforced upon the attention of
In after years a woman !magi
presPrinceton, 10., May 4.-- Mrs Holbon county. Notk•Ing a runnway' there is
ident as the retina of earnest repre- lowell, who was
aotnehing wrong Watt
shot by night riders, horse appro
aching a steep embank -i husband If he doesn't
sentations mae.to kiln by intimate was residing in Princ
And task
eton when the spent, Gray lionsi
ed fro %lithe engine,idsmeals.
'
i
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and Chamie Wolfe, of Louisville:
ADVICE TO ItHEUMATI(B.
a souvenir bunch of 11nel-of-the-vali Miss Belle Schoolfield, of Danville;
ley from her basket. 1n-doors the
Miss Mary Belle Taylor, of Frank- Noted Pity:deta
il Tells HOW to Pre- rooms were a bower of green and
fort; Miss Margaret Sebree, of Henvent and Clare Itheurnadem, Kidwhite. The dogwood blossoms and
derson; Miss Elizabeth McKinley,
of
ney and Bladder Troubles.
snow
belle were banked upon the
Winchester; Miss Willis, of Bowling
mantels and used in profusion with
Green; Miss Butler, of Somerset.
(Ry George Edmund Flood, M. D.) smilax eracefully entwined, in the
The chorus whiela is decidedly apIt you would avoid Feheumatism library tea and sandwiches were sers
propriate runs:
and Kidney and Bladder Troubles he
"Each Southern flower from Dixie's moderate in the consumption of ed. The punch bowl of tea was sur
heavy, rich foods, substitute as far rounded by smilax and snow balls. Ii
bower,
l
Has some strange power o'er ey'ry as possible soups, broths, fresh milk, the dining room the table was effecand drink water---lots of water. Take tively decorated with smilax and snow
Every man who has evtir
man;
Plenty of time to eat, and don't eat
bills. The smilax extended from the
worn one will attest to that
Each Dixie Daisy
will
drive you alter you have bed enough, even if
An absolutely pure,creatn of tartar powder.
chandelier In pretty love chains entact.
aty
lit does taste good. If your work is
These Dixie Daisies from Dixie's confining take a moderate amount of twined with tulle. Here white and
CO•••
Vaalaalie
exercise each day in the open air.
green brick ice cream and cakes iced
land."
Of course, neither diet, water, In white and green were served by
rest, nor exercise will cure these afMisses Mary Wheeler. AzIlee Reeves, lug past months, most interesting in Ktentucky and all are requeste
Coinplimentary to Mrs Blanchard, flictions. I advise them as
d to
prevent- Julia
Dabney, Mildrecleihrme, Lucile minutest details. A review of the'be on hand promptly every night at
Mrs.
ives
David
only.
For
Lindsey
the
benefit
Van Calla enof the
You don't mind what you pay for a thin: if the
quality
tertained four tables at Bridge very readers of this article who are now Barth. An orchestra played -during work done was held this morning and 7:341. There will be absolutely no
afflicted with Rheumatism. Kidney, the afternoon.
warrants it. Take a Henan or Stetson shoe at $5
the Cathedrals of Europe were dis- spectators allowed, exceptin
delightfully on Monday afternoon
g the
and tti and
at Bladder or Urinary trouble,
The rooms were crowded
and dewith cussed, each member giving a de- chairmen of the committe
her apartments in the Scott Flats, ja
you wont find their equal in value, or .eomfor
es.
A full
sire
to
be
cured
quickly, I give be- guests in attractiv
table fit, or
e Spring costumes scription of some famous one.
compliment to Mrs. Maude Conway low, complete in every
dress rehearsal will be given Thursdetails the
snappy_style anywhere. We show all the popular
lasts of the
Blanchard, of Boston, Mass., the famous prescription which, has made and the scene was a charming one.
day evening.
Popularity of the Traveling Mien
season in patent leathers, gituLmetal and tans.
guest of- Mrs. Hubbard Wells. The me so successful in the treatment of Mrs. Wheeler was attractively gown,
From the mariner In
which the
these
diseases. It is the most cer- ed in -pretty ereation of pale blue
Assured.
first prize was taken by Mrs. Wiltickets are being disposed of it is
tain cure for these diseases that I silk mulle
Everythi
ng
is
progress
over
ing
silk,
elaborat
liam 'Gilbert and
finely
ely inthe consolation have ever used
expected the largest house of the
it is pleasant to serted whit
for the performance next Friday
lace.
went to Miss _Mary Boswell. Mrs. take, it is not
season will be on hand. The tickets
expensive, It can be
evening at the Kentucky theater of
—4—
Blanchard received a pretty guest of filled by any druggist, and I believe
bought now are exchangeable MonInformal Afternoon For
The Traveling
Man."
honor psize. The attractively secved It is the greatest prescription for
Wherever day morning, May
6, at the box ofVisitors,
405 BroadwRy.
you go, while walking along the
B:adder
course luncheon followed the game.!Rheumatism, Kidney and
fice and get the choice over the regou
le
ever
Mrs.
Ha:
written.
S.
Corbett
theIt
was
is
hosalso a
tTr
streets or In a private home, you will
—4—
valuable spring tonic and blood purl- tess on Tuesday afternoon
ular box sale as it only goes on the
of four hear some one singing or whistling
'flee If you are a sufferer, leave this,
Myhre Pietures Attractively
Tuesday morning following.
•
tables at Bridge in honor of Miss
the catchy airs from the clever and
,take it to your druggist and have it
esented,
Mr. Woolfolk promises an even
or get the ingredients and mix Harriet !Raines, of Nashville, guest sparkling musical mixture. At ttie
Exceedingly _pretty and effective
better performance than he gave at
them at home. Fluid Extract Cas- of Mrs. John S. Bleecker, and Mrs. Painter
t
House at meal times you will Louisvill
were the "Living Pictures" present- hara
e. where It was considered
Aromatic, /
1
4 ounce; Concen- Maude Conway Blanchard, of Boston,
hear the orchestra playing the overed Friday evening at the parish trated Barkola Compowa
the best amateur entertainment by
d, 1 ounce; who is visiting Mrs. Hubbard Wells.
ture or some selection and the sOngs
house of Grace Eplecopal chnrch. It'Fluid Extract Prickly Adh Bark,
far that was ever given there.
SS The prizes were captured
by Mrs. are becoming quite
was one of the most attractive and drachm; Aromatic ElIxir, 4 ounces.
popelar before
Blanchar
d
and
Mrs.
G.
H.
Reynolds
Adult
.
dose, take one teaspoonful
the performance, Below are the musSuccessful
amateur entertainments after
A Social Affair.
meals and at bedtime; children A delicious course-luncheon was serv
given in Paducah and was arranged
ical numbers as will be given the
The Woman's Home Mission socione-fourth to one-half
ed after the game. The guest" were:
teaspoon
ful
by Mrs. Lawrence Dallam and Mrs. after meals.
night of the performance:
ety of the Trimble Street Methodist
Mrs. Maude Conway Blanchard, of
THE KINGDOM OF THE SPRING. of the city.
After you are cured follow the adAct I.
He is the eldest ton of Charles Richardson of the Grace
sharch was pleasantly entertained on
Boston;
Mrs.
John,
Bleecker
S.
Mrs.
.
the !ate T. H. Puryear, one of Padu- Church Guild, each meinber of which vice 1 have given you in regard to
Opening Chorus—Uppen Ten and Monday afternoon at the home of
Hubbard We:is Mrs. Victor Voris,
Hein Ito, the Robin and the Spring! cah's
has twenty-five cents to invest for diet, exercise and water, and you will
most prominent men.
Mrs. J. C. Martin, 1035 Harrison
not need the services of a physicia Mrs. H. G. Reynolds Mrs. W. B. Mc- Bell Boys.
The prating and the mating and the
n
After an eastern wedding trip they large returns. The tableaux repre- again for these ailments
Reason
street.
We
Mrs. Martin was assisted in
Pherson
Love—M
rs.
Mrs.
Scone,
E.
David
G.
.
Mrs.
Davbuilding nests a-swing.
will be at home at 944 Jefferson sented the national holidays and fesentertaining by her daughter, Mrs.
id VanCulin, Mrs. Will Bradshaw. Flournoy.
The fields of budding clover with the
tivals and were very cleverly put GM Smith, $3,
street.
and Sol Dryfuss, $2.
The Traveling Man—Mr. Boyle Robert Martin. It was a delightful
Jr., Mrs. Richard Terrell, Mrs. L.
soft sky bending over,
The opening scene was "May Day",
social occasion, the second of a seThe Out-of-town guests were Mrs. A.Washington; Misses Harriet Raines Woolfolk.
The bobolink's clear calling and the
with' Miss Katherine Powell as the
ries of four to be given during the
Paducah
Maude
Girl
Ask
Nashvill
Sherlock
of
One
e
Holmes
Elizabet
of
Blanchar
Sinnott,
the
"Dixie
—Mr.
h
d,
Mine
of
Wm.
Boston, and
lark upon the wing!
1 May mese* surrounded by attendant
year. Delicious refreshments were
Dalt:less,
Mrs. M. D. Gracey, of Oakland, Cal. Morton Cherie Morton, Anne Webb. Brazelton.
Butterflies, Roses and Chrysantheserved during the afternoon.
Dixie Daisies—Miss Anne
"Dixie Daisies" which
Heigh ho, the Primrose and the
Bradwill
be haerm girls. The heralds were Masters Mrs. Blanchard made an attractive
Final Mecting of Art Committee.
—41-I
shaw,
Lien by Miss Anne Bradshaw, with
little talk in regard to having met a
Spring;
jHstzzard Gardner and 011tner SegenThe Art department of the WomEnjoyab
le Party,
chorus
daughter
by
the
of
company, at the per-,felter. The "Fourth of
Gendb
The growing and the blooming and
a . .
•
Act 2.
July" was a
Mr. and Mrs. John Post entertainan's club held its final meeting of the
formance of "The Traveling Man",j
_
the earthly scents that cling
Emnaht !lathy,
!number of "living fire crackers" who summer, and seeing her interesting
settarrntery- -11-11111M5h
seasons-titts-enorntng with Mrs. EdTo the lily breaking cover like a lass on Friday evenlag at Ole Kentucky 1"went off" in a most patriotic young'collection of Buttons that -feed
Enittin' a acme on Easy Street—
betheir friends with a party on Wedwin
Rivers,
312
South
theater
ath
street.
is, also, arranged for the!America
Mr. David Yeiser.
to meet her iover,
WLhington. A
fashion. They were: Mas- longed to George
Miss Anna Webb is the chairman of
And the blooming gold of buttercups piano as a two-step, by the composer, ters Henry Burnett, William Burnett, Prettily planned luncheon was served
She Looks Like Candy to Me—Mr.
(Continued on Eighth page.)
the Art-committee Red had made the
Mr. Boyle Woolfolk, and has just'William
to make the wedding-ring!
Boyle Woolfolk.
Hughes, Elbridge -Palmer, by the hostess and each guest was studies,
atrchite.
ofh
pursued Ityrbeen
issued
in
that
form
by
the
Cin•
Henry Dallam, Leonard Campbell. presented with a little bunch of oldSo-long Susie--Mr. Richard Scott.
.publis.hers. It is gotten up in iI Giltner Segenfel
Heigh ho, the Poet and the Spring! cinnati
When Miss Hortense Comes Up
ter. The "Eighth of time garden pinks tied
with red,
The dreaming and the gleaming and an especially clever way and is dedi- tAugust" was cleverly taken off by white and blue ribbon and a tiny
the StreeChMiss Mamie Dreyfuss.
cated to the "Girls of Kentucky, hop- Miss
the green on everything,
Lucia Powell and Master Rabb flag,
Sahara Sarah—Miss Nella HatFor beautifying your yards and
ing this composition may become as Noble
estimates on dower beds we
Every branch you peep in under
Kirkland. For "Thanksgiving
The June meeting of the chapter
field.
popular as they are." On the cover Day," Master
will
call and Bee you. Phone
shows a world of hidden wonder
Lawrence Dallam and will be held at the Wallace park.
At 3.
Schmaus Bros. for Inc largest
are the pictures of ten charming the
All the woedland is a kingdom with
typical turkey did honor. Little Each member will be allowed
Nobody
and
Smiles
most complete stock of
at
to inMe—Mr. Evert
*irls representing a number of Ken- Miss
Elsie Eunice Voris and Master vite one guest and supper
flowers and plants in the city.
the poet for the king!
Thompso
n.
will
be
tucky towns,' and each picture Wins
Giltner Segenfelter
Fr•e delivery to any
--Isabel E, MacKay in April Alaswatching for served al fresco, and the regular pro- Veal Estate
[imam
halals Miss Liberty--Mrs. Divid Flour
the attractive tenter of a daisy. The Santa
Claus, made a charming "Chris gram carried out.
lee.
part of the city.
Three houses on West Broadway, noy.
girls are: Miss Frances Wallace, of Santa
Clime,
made a charming
'Situated
Finale—
Entire company.
on lot 100x172 to alley.
Paducah: Misses Elizabeth Boyle "Christ
mas" picture and were vigorAnnouncements.
Both Phu man 192.
Rent $61 per mouth, $5,500.
Beginning Monday night the enPretty May Day Fete,
ously
eneored.
The
The
time-honored
Paducah
Chapter, United
tire company will rehearse at the
Mrs. Charles Kennedy Wheeler ere
"turning over a new leaf" On "New
Daughters of the Confederacy, will
Jefferson street, west. Eight room
tertained with a very charming May
Year's Day" was featured by
met on Tuesday afternoon with Miss
Mr. Day
party on Wednesday afternoon at residence, bath, and toilet separate,
Rankin Kirkland, Master Rabb Noble
Helen ASIcott, 914 Jefferson street.
her attractive home on Kentucky double floors, handsome cabinet manKirkland and little Miss ,Susan PorIt will be a Sam Davis•meeting. Mrs.
tels, hardwood finish, latticed back
avenue.
ter
Sleeth as the "New Year." "St.
James Koger Will give a paper on the
porch storm sheeted all complete in
The
guests were received by Mrs.
Valentine's Day"
was beautifully
life of the young martyr for honor's
every detail, $4,500.
Wheeler
as5-isted
by
Miss
Minnie
pictured
by Miss Elizabeth Kirkland
sake an Miss Anna Webb will read
with little Susan Porter Sleeth as Ratcliffe on the lawn where a pretty
a poem written for him.
West Jefferson. Ten room
resiCupid. Dr. I. B. Howell was a typi- throne decorated with snowballs and
dence on loZ 100 ft by 165 to alley
dogwood
and
entwined
with anti-lax
cal repreeentative of "St. Patrisk's
Mrs. James Kcger and Mrs. Vernon
Magnificent home $6,500.
Day" in the morning. "Easter" was was arrarged at the font of a May
.1ilythe will entertain with a reception
Pole.
Here
a
pretty
spectacle in celrepresented by a number of chorister
on Wednesday afternoon front 5 until
South Tenth street.
Four room
boye "The Four Seasons" were at- ebration of Ye Olden May Day times,
6 o'clock at their. home, 305 North
residences, pantry, bath, sewerage,
the
crownin
g
of
the
May
Queen,
tractively portrayed by Misses Frantook
There's only one way
7th street.
lot 50x165, $1,700.
ces Terrell as Spring,Miss Lucia Pow- place. Mies Mary Cave was the heeto put beauty, style and
, queen. Her maid carrying garlands
perfect fit into a shoe —
ell as Summer, Miss Elizabeth Kirk- l)
Miss Audrey Taylor of 919 Clay
Farm of 20 acres with four room
and keep them there.
white rib:and as Autumn, and Mks Katherine of smilax tied with
street. wil entertain the Carpe Diem
house, barn, stable, fruit trees, well,
q It's the co-operation of
bon
and
tulle
were:
Misses
Powell
-Mary
as Winter. There was music
the best materials, skillolub a: cards oe Wednesday evening
good snit. About live
miles from
between the tableaux and. light re- Wheeler Julia Dabney, Azilee Reeves,
ed workmanship, and
at her -notne.
watchful supervision.
Lucile Earth, and Mildred Orme. Lit- court house. A. J. Bamberg. H. C.
freshments were served. '
Hollins.
q The "La France "way
tle Misses Charlotte Wheler and Mol_me—
of scrupulous inspection
The Matinee Musical cletewiil have
lie Gardner carried
D. A. R. Chapter.
the gueen's
of the hides, and again
Its regular meeting on . Welnesday
North Seventh street, close to I. C.
;when the leather basbeen
,Mrs. Charles K. Wheeler was host- crown of lilies-of-the-valley and a
afternoon at parish house 'of Grace
freight office. Two four room houses
cut up for the various
ess to the Paducah chapter, Daugh- basket of the lilies.
The girls wore
Epheupal church. Mrs. David Flourparts plusa constant
on lot 50x200, $1,650. Discount for
ters of the American Revolution on dainty gowns of white and made a
oversight till the finished
troy and Miss Jennie Gilson are the
cash. H. C. Hollins, A. J. Bamberg.
Master Hazzard
shoe is ready for your
Friday afternoon at her home, 6414 charming picture.
Ir aders. ,It will be ti,' Liza Leaman
footsexpfains the lastGardner as the herald, wore a plcKentuck
avenue.
y
It
was
especan
and Mac Dowell program with a paping satisfaction
North Sixth street. Double teneially delightful and largely attended tureeque herald's costume of white
of this best
er on "Historical Collections of Musrenting $12 per month on lot
ment
and
green
and carried the queen's
shoe for
meeting. The literary features were
ks,
50x165 to alley, $1,000 on payment
scepter
women.
and
a
golden
trumpet.
The
an interesting paper on the "Ameriof $300 cash and $200 per year.
can Revolution from an English crowning was a pretty ceremonial by
The rreseendo club -will meet on
the
attendan
ts.
As
the
guests
were
Standpoint" presented by Mrs. Leslie
Thursday afternon at 4;15 o'clock at
North Ninth street. Pretty little
presented.to the queen each was given
Soule; and a graphic account of the
the studio of Miss Newell on North
Nome of three rooms, pantry and
recent session of the "Continental
7th street.
clotiets. Good
neighborhood.
Cali
Congress" at Washington. An
attelephone 127 and ask for terms.
tractive musical program was given
The Kalosophir club will meet on
Friday morning at to O'clock with
by Misses Mary Wheeler, Julia DabFarm five miles from city, 110
ney and Lucyette Soule. Several imMr.„ Henry Rudy, of .60$ Kentucky
acres at $20 per acre.
portant items of business were
avenue. The program to be preisentThere's
ed is:
brought before the chapter.
Farm close to city, having beautiMem.
a perfect fit for
1--Current
Roy McKinney from the educational
buildingatite, soil rich, $100 per
Yeiger.
ful
YOU among the
2—Maeterlinck. Life and Dramatic
committee of the Woman's club, preacre, 32 acres.
"La France" models at
Art—Miss Lula 'Read.
sented a request from the State Fedthis stord-- the shec that
Crub discussions-Monne Vanna.
Farm of 20 acres near Maxon Mill
eration of clubs that each Woman's
will please both eye and
3—French Aetors and. Actresees- Four room residence, stable, barn
club adopt a county school to especpurse and bring you lastRachel Bernh a oil, Coquelin —Mrs.
fruit, etc $800.
is not measured by its
ing footwear satisfaction.
ially look after. The chapter agreed
Vernon Blythe.
Be guided, then, by the
to do so and Mrs. H. S. Wells and
you
length, nor the price
Acre property for city lots $300
experience of a multitude
Mrs. McKinney were made a commit.
MIPS l'aXt011 and Mr. Puryear to
pay, but by the contentper acre. See H. C. Hollins.
of exacting women who
toe to select one. A committee will
Marry May 14.
declare that in beauty —
ment that steals over the
be appointed each month from the
The wedding bans of Mise Nellie
Farm land near city in good comSt —and durability, a
chapter to visit the school.
Mtge
krnoker as he puffs away.
munitj. 35 acres at $100 per acre.
Paxton and Mr. Peter Puryear will
pair of "La France"
Emily Morrow introduced the idea
be published Sunday morning at the
Farm lands, 200 acres at $50 per
shoes represents the
You'll enjoy the cigars
of morning musicales during the aunt
acre, five miles from court house on
possible
beat
Si. Francis de Sales Catholic church.
footwear
mar as were being Riven In Meetyou buy at our counter.
investment.
gravel road. New four room resiThe marriage will he solemnized
•
phis. These will be given for the
dence, stable, barn, good well. Good
very quietly on the morning of May
reliable brands only.
We
sell
benefit of the memorial fountain
,and.
14, at She sirorile of the bride on JefMatinee and Night
We keep our cigars at just
fund and Mrs. George B Hart and
ferson etreet. The Reverend Father
)
las
Mira Morrow were mado a committee
the right temperature, keepWe have a large Ilse of choler.
W. Jansen %IS perloritt the careto arrange for the first one. Mrs
property for sale and solicit the Pating them always in perfect
Mons.
Charles K. Wheeler and Mr- Lea&
ronage of our fstends,and the buyMies Paxton is the daughter of
smoking condition. We
Soule were appointed to arrange for
:n a pub'ic.
Mr. end Mrs. W. F. Paxton, end Is a
a boat excursion during the summer
1
suit your cigar taste exactly
•taleated and gration's girl
whose
DISPLAY 011e 1.11tHWaft,K8- MONPIV Niforf
‘ for the same object. The followin
g'
for we sell everything in
many line and
womanly.
,donations from interested Paducah have endeared her to a wide circle
cigan the smoker can think
AND
an.. were reported towards the fouh-of friends.
i
itain fund: Mrs. Thomas J. Flournoy,
of or need:
Mt. •Puryenir Is the neelafamt cash/of Rockmart, Da , $10; Mr. C. M
emasseeriela
ier of the ClUsenth Savings bank and
Telephone 127
fludd, Memphis, $6; Col. Edward 0 1
Is one Of the Itubstantin1 Young men
Leigh, Frankfort, iln: Mew's. James
Truehe
art Building.
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A HANAN SHOE
WILL OUT WEAR
ANY SHOE MADE

AIIG

POWDER

Makes delicious hot biscuit,
griddle cakes, rolls ahd muffins.

$5and $6 Hanan Oxfords

COCHR.AN SHOE CO.

The Week In Society.

•

FOR SALE

FLOWERS

H C HOLLINS
A. J. BAMBERG

SCHMAUS BROS.

r't
f
ilaRANCE

SHOE

WALLACE PARK

tbr Women

4

Week May 6th

Beggar Prince
Opera Company

20-i-People--20

Monday and Tuesday

"IFraDiavolo"

Good
Cigar,
*ow

•
4

Wednesday and Thursday

"La mascotte"

q

Friday and Saturday

•

"Said Psha"

H. C. HOLI.INS

Harbour's
Shoe Dept.

a
•

Prices: 15c and 25c. Boxes SOc

A. J. BAMBERG

i

raGE FOUR.

trim

the tabticab %tin.
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try as well as the dominant political
THE GREAT SCIENTIST
party. Every step of progress' in
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
this direction is beset by obstacles
Has Ameuted the Invitatiou.
and opposition. It is easy to reform
IT THE SUN PUBLISIHNO CO.
our enemies, but it be a different Will be in Paducah Next Tuesday
INEDEPOVIATIOD
matter to put our own house in orWith the Wonderful Discovery.
CHOSEN BY GANG OF HOUSEF. H. FISHER. President,
IL J. PA3ITON, General Manager.
der. No doubt ,the administration
BKEAKF.RS TO WORK BY.
is meeting with bitter denunciation
So much has been said and pubsuBscrtirrion ILAVILlb
illistsred at the postelithee at Paducah. from the time servers in Washing- lished about the scientist and
his
Ky. as second class matter.
on. A less intrepid president would Root Juice for the last six months,
Revolver, Two Watches and Savings
THE DAILY ELK
hesitate to interfere with the "sys- and so many stories have been told
By Carrier, per week
Bank Taken From Residence
10
By mall, per month, In advance.. 25 tem," but Roosevelt seems to love about wonders accomp:isned in a very
of Den Allen.
few
days
with
peculiar
the
By mail, per year, In advance....$2 60 that sort of thing, and we are glad
compound
THE WEEKLY ELK
to have such a man in lattice once or that the people of Paducah are getWe've just grabbed a good thing and we
Per year, by mail, postage paid..11.00
ting curious and would like to see
twice in a century.
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
this strange man and his wonderful
Daylight robbers made a good haul
are going to let go of it Monday morning.
051ce, 115 South Third.
Phone HI
Cities of the first three classes, health producing Juice. The Ft. at the residence of Mr. Ben Allen, at
Wayne
and Marion, Ind., papers are 219 South Fifth
Payne & Young, Chicago and New are exempt from operation of
street yesterday afthe now
York, representatives.
telling of great things it is now ternoon between
5 and 6 o'clock,
county unit law, according to the dedoing at these points. A committee while the family
THE BUN can be round at the follow- cision of the court of appeals
was away. A pearl
in
has invited the scientists to come to handled revolver
ing places:
They are made of Semi-Voilage, a new weave of cloth. It's
an ()ben face gold
three cases, upholding its constituR. D. Clements & Co.
this city, The invitation was accept- watch, a ladies'
just
gold
between a Voile and a Panama in weight and the lustre of
watch,
and
a
tionality. Cities of the Fourth, Fifth
Van Culin Bros.
ed, he promised to be here with his savings bank
containing $5 are
black
and Sixth classes may be made exis beautiful. There are all sizes and trimmed with black
Palmer House.
4neftructors next Tuesday., morning. missing. The
owner has notified the
John Wilhelm's.
empt from inclusion by petitioning We
taffeta
folds and bands. These skirts are values that will sell in
are told .that the public demon- police and given
a good description
for a separate election on the same strations
the future for. ten dollars. But for Monday we have been inwill be conducted at Alvey of the property. Several daylight
robdate. In a case from Henry county, & List's drug store, commenc
structed to let go of one hundred of them
ing at beries in the residence portion of the
New Castle must go dry with the 9 o'clock in the morning
for .
of May 7th. city have been reported of late,
and
county, even though it had
just It costs nothing to see the instruct- it is thought
a gang og thieves is
This is one of the biggest bargains ever shown in our store and will
previously voted wet, because by ors, and they are alweys pleased
to "working" the town.
SATURDAY, MAY 4.
sell but one skirt to each customer. Alterations on this skirt will be
failure to hold a separate election it give a free dose of the Juice to all
charged for.
was merged in the county unit. Two that suffer with stomach, liver, kidCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
0
1(ari.e.....
.
i
.
...p.4"...
rwerre
f
reepefe4a
fe%
precincts of Versailles went wet in ney, bowel and blood troubles. When
Sale on These Skirts Monday Morning.
April, 1907.
a county unit election, but the court the stomach is out or order, it Is
April 1...3895
April 16...3910
held that these two precincts must claimed that one swallow of the Juice
April 2...3904
April 17...3906
go with the majority,
4 will give almost instant relief.
April 3...3897
April 13...3908
Sale of Shirt Waists, made of snit, some
Verwaiweireie,•ia..4.4.41.4.6.0.044.4.1.8.4e
April 4...3303
April 19...390,5
At 9 o'clock it became eviAprI1 5...193
April 50...3935
River Stages,
are lace,others are net-A consolidation
dent that Thomas B. Harrison
1 April 6... 93
April 22...3987
Cairo
32.2 0.8 rise
was the nominee, but the editor
April 8... (t0
April 23...3896
Chattanooga
6.0 0.2 fall
of waists that sold for twice and some
and manager of The News-DemApril 9...3941
April 24...4097
Cincinnati
95.5 2.3 fall
ocrat instated on getting comApril 10.-3939
April 25...4115
Evansville
22.8 0.2 rise
three times as much.
plete returns from every preLettuce
10 cents a head Florence
April 11-3940
April 26...4119
6.0 O.() fall
cinct before using an extra.Sweet
Potatoes
$1
a
bushel Johnsonville
April 12...3965
April 27...4125
14.3 1.9 fall
News Democrat, May 3rd,
Irish Potatoes
$1 a bushel Louisville
April 13...+012
April 29...4155
Yes, 11 became evident, brother, New Potatoes
9.3 0.6 fall
10
cents
a box Mt.
April 15...3910
April 30...4132 when The Sun's extra was flashed
Carmel
' 8.3 4.7 fall
in String Beans
10 cents box
Total
Nashville
103,2,37 your face, at exactly 9 p. m., an1e.3 e.1 rtse
Egg Plant
10 cents each
Average for April, 1906
Pittsburg
nouncing
40,18
the returns from all the im- Cucumbe
4.9 +0:4 fall
We have merged into one lot Roman Stripe Silk Waists that
rs
10 cents each
Average for April, 1907
3971 portant races.
St. Louis
18.9 0.2 fall
sold for $6.50 to $9.00; Lace Waists in black that sold for $7.50
Young onions
.15 cents a dozen
Mt. Vernon
22.'0 0.5 rise
Greens
to $12.50; Fancy Taffeta Waists and Net Waist that sold from
10 cents a bunch
Our attention has been particularPaducah
47
23.3 0:5 rise
Beets
bunches
2
15
cents
$6.50 to $10.00 and placed them on one large
Personally appeared before me, ly attracted to the school board
Radishes
3 bunches 10 cents
table in our store. These will be
this May 1, 190,7, E. J. Paxton, gen- fight in the Democratic primary. and
April showers have had more efStrawberries
15 cents quart
eral manager of The Sun. who af- it is pleasing to public spirited peoMonday morning for choice. We want to get these odd lots closed
Grape fruit
3 for 25 cents fect on the rivers than was thought
firms that the above statement of ple to observe that the Democrats
probable
,
the
as
out,
river
and while they are as pretty and as good as any waists we
has
gone
Bananas
to
15
cents
doses
the circulation of The Sun for the have nominated first rate citizens.
Oranges
40-61e cents dozen 23.3 feet here. The rise of .5 in the
have
we don't want broken lots of waists in our store.
month ot April, 1307, is true to the Now it is_nk_to the Republicans
.to -Apples ...-,...... 75 cents a peck last 24 hours /indicate- that the rise
best-'et his knowledge and ,belie.
put out as well, if not better quail.
Sale on 'These Waists Monday Morning.
Chickens
35 to 75 cents is drawing to an end unless held up
PETER PURYEAR,
fled men, and then let the contest
Turkeys
17 1-2 cents Tto by further rains. May 4 last year
proceed. There is no money in it for
Notary Public.
Eggs
15 cents a dozen the stage was 14.9. Business around
My commission expires January either side, and we believe whoever
Butter
25 cents a pound the river front was better today.
22, 1338.
win will have no thought to the Rhubarb
The A. J. Beardsley was let off the
5 cents bunch
name of the party, which nominated Peas
10 cents a box ways this morning and , will return
them.
Daily Thought.
Ham
17c lb to Memphis, where it will be a mov
The Sabbath is the golden clasp
Sausage
10c lb ing advertisement of Paducah shipwhich binds together the volume of
This school board, as at present Lard
12 1-2c lb building plants.
the week -Longfellow.
managed, certainly is unfortunate.
The Meter on the dry docks also
Even the scholastic census shows a
is a Memphis boat and up and down
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
DUTY ANIL) OPPORTUNITY.
decrease. Too much politics and too Every do.e makes you feelbetter. Las Fos all the rivers are
boats which haNe
If ever there was an opportunity little hard work is responsible for keens your whole +asides right. Sold on the been, repaired
at Paducah. This day from Cincinnati, and the trip to the Tennessee
money-bsek plan everywnere. Prow Si) cent..
river.,
ttiro, during the next 12 hours will
for Republican victory in Paducah this showing. which, 'R i k is allowed
means business in the future as the Memphis was resumed after a
short
The Buttorff will arrive Sunday amount to about eight
it is this year. If ever there was a to stand, will cost the city something
-tenths of a
quality of work done here is the stay.
FOit rsALE.
night and leave Monday at noon for foot.
duty resting on the rank and tile of like $2,000 in revenue from
the
best.
The .John S. Hopkins arrsved from Clarksville, old schedule time.
Nine-room brick residence, two
The Tennessee from Florence to
the party to abandon fads and foi- state.
Rough navigation in the face of a Evansville) and left after cleaning
stories, close to Broadway business
The Saltillo will arreve Monday below Johnsonville will
up
bles, to put aside prejudices and antcontintte
district, every modern improvement, high wind was experienced by the the local business, for the same point. or Tuesday from St. Louis for the falling.
The Mississippi from below
MOIlitie8 and interest themselves in
seetangenegswelegmeetseggg000m lot 58:173; geetet0. This is abso- big towboat Oakland early this Since the Joe Fowler
has laid up the Tennessee river.
St. Louts to above Cairo, not much
public affairs, it is now
If ever
lutely a bargain. Call telephone 127. morning when she passed Paducah Hopkins has no time for loitering
change during the next 24 hours.
there was an obligation resting on
Dun's Weekly Statement.
H. (1. Hollins and A. J. Bamberg. with 35 barges of coal. None of the The Fowler will be ready for busi- •
Official Forecasts.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
the leaders to exercise wisdom and
• Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart barges was left here
ness in two weeks
The
Ohio
at Evansville will con- rise slowly tonight.
discretion, it is pressing now.
It aeranieseeeleassessamagoacsaea'
The Joe ‘Vheeler will arrive See- tinue rising slowly
The Harvester snouid arrive ,Monduring the next 12
must not be considered, that, because
New York, May
day from Pittsburg with coal for the day from Chattanooga and take on hours and commenc
The
weekly
the Democrats are dissatisfied, any
e falling Satur-Notwithstanding the fire In my
repert:., .of R. G. Dun and company
West Kentucky Coal company. The freight here and at Join4 until Tues- day night. At
For Sale.
Mt. Vernon, will con- establishment Thursday morning I
sort of a candidate for mayor will do;
follows:'
day.
Written bids will be received at A. R. Budde is coming down, too.
tinue rising during the next 24 hours am thoroughly prepared
nor must we become, possessed of
to handle
Spring retail trade is backward be- the Mayor's office up until
Several big tows of empties are
Freight shipments south on the then fail.
2 o'clock
At Paducah and Cairo, all business entrusted to me
the idea that a good candidate for
satiscause of the unusually late season p. m., Thursday,
May 9th, at the coming up from the Mississippi river Kentucky this evening will he large will rise at a decreasing rate during factorily
mayor can win with a weak ticket. and
and promptly. Guy Nance &
the tardy distribution of mer- City Hall
that
and
the
packet leaving at 5 o'clock for the next 36 , hours.
good stage of the river now
for the Old City Hospital
It is when we have no chance to win chandise
The rise at Son.
is also causing complaint of on South Fifth street.
Bidders will will see many boats leaving Pittsthat any sort of a candidate will do. delay in
mercantile collection, but state how
much they will pay cash, burg
On occasions like the present with there is confiden
ce that the most with balance on time
The Harth
returned from
bearing interthe
its opportunity, we must exercise the postponed business
will be made up est. The city reserves
mines
at
Caseyvil
le last night with a
the
right
tee
highest degree of caution. There is when weather conditio
ns become nor-i reject any
tow of coal.
and all bids.
a state ticket to be elected and a mai. Manufacturers are
active in
Business was good for the Geornational campaign
the following all leading industries, most plants begia Lee on arrival here at noon toyear. To aid the general party we ing operated full time, and
the outmust put out our best men for every look in the steel business could hard- 110°419asestr'lliesedittlwuRiariediNFollisedli
RIMING FEVER DAYS.
office from mayor to the short term ly he brighter. Ore has begun to move
man in the school board from the freely on the lakes. Arrangements
How To Avoid the Lazy Feelings
Sixth ward. In the distribution .of have been made for a record year,
That Come With Mild, Warm
the honors the wisdom and discre- many vessels enlarging their tarryWeather.
tion and experience of the leaders ing capacity.
Spring fever days are here. They
must be drawn on. In the selection
come with the advent of warm weathEVANG1LICAL CHURCH.
of candidates the sentiment of the
er, and stay until frost-with some
----party must be consulted. There is
people.
a higher duty than that of mere par- Conference of Indiana District Has
Spring fever is not confined
to
Come To (loose.
ty fealty we owe as a citizen of this
this vicinity only. Every locality has
Last night the Rev. William Bourcommunity; hut that duty will
it, to a degree.
be ne-In returned from
Newport. where
performed this year in doing our
Appreciated right, it is a Godsend.
he attended the conference of the,
duty to the party.
as it reminds you that you should
Indiana district of the Evangelicals
put your body In good condition for
church. Dr. Bourquin was on
the'
summer, the hardest season of the
HOUSE IN ORT)15F1
committee for Sunday school work,
It's
all right. There
year, The liver, the stomach, the
In one respect the moment national
and the report of. the committee
bowels
administration is accomplishing a shows
and the ktdateys, the skin and
are no sore heads tothet great progress has been
blood, every organ and function
work of reform, little of which will
made since the last meeting. The
needs attention, just a.. a locomotive
be known to the general public, and same officers
day. There are, howwere re-elected for this
does at the end of a run of a hunthe difficulties of which will never year Mr. E.
T. Bourquir was the
ever, a host of well
dred miles, and the people who aphe appreciated outside of Washing- delegate from
the local Evangelical
predate thls fact are our healthiest
ton: reform in the executive depart- church.
groomed ones.
people+.
Monts
Heretofore administrations
Osteopathy is the one nature;
have been devoting their time to New cool oompany in
Ohio County.
treatment in all conditions of stomMost of the boys are
matters which loom largo from the
Central City, Ky., May 4.- Tbe
ach, liver, bowel, kidney, skin and
outside and to a proper distribution billlan Ooal company, being organizpaying their bets with The
blood disorders. Without the use of
of the patronage, little realizing, per- ed by Central City and eastern capiNew Store Hats.
any medicines, with proper diet,with
haps, that methods and facilities that talists, will open and operate mines
the dry hot air treatment, where Insufficed 50 years ago for the trans- at Horse Branch, In Ohio county.
If you won, make it a
dicated, the osteopathic treatment is
action of public business constitute The company takes over the holdan assured and permanent cure
Culley hat.
but an irritating farce with a popu- ings of Fred Ackert, which amount
Carpets and Mattings
SPECIAL priles on ainingI should like to talk to you at any
lation trebled and interest multiplied to over 6,000 acres of a field of an
We are showing the
time about the treatment for yourfurniture. Good line of sideroom
Big assortment of China aria Jap
excellent qualltyesif No. 9 coal. Work
and many times more complex
In
self, or any member of your family.
boards,
greatest
China closets, Buffets, Dinlines
of
spring felt
Mattings bought before the advanee
the poetofflee Cortelyou and Hitch- will begin In a fe ndays and
the
and the beet testimonials I can offer
latest
ing
tables
and ('hairs. Oak Sideimprove
d
machinery put In
and straw hats in l'adreah
cock have worked almost a revoluyou of the treatment are the comMattings 15C up. Easy payments
$9.5
boards
0 up.
tion and perfected a wonderful aye- The officers of the new corporation
mendations of Paducah people whom
at all prices.
or cash.
will be Fred Ackert, president and
Palace furniture polish 1,0c and 25c
tem of handling this big business deyou know well, who have taken the
general manager: J. R. Herring, trice
partment.
treatment.
In the department of
11/21411111111111Skt•
president. I.. E Ackaresecretary and
the interior Secretary Garfield
Especially Is Osteopathy a rationla treasurer.
'rtrildrernki
completing the work of reform instial treatment of ailments peculiar to
children.
,
't
tuted by his predecessor. Consular
11."4 • P"
••••'
PUT IT TO THE TENT! If you are
Phone me at l404't at call at my
reform to the state department is
“auee that a want ed. would help
M
ems
._
riffle', -upstairs, 516 Broadwat, and
tinder way, and it is the purpose to much.
TR1 IT AND SEE! It will not I
I shall be pleased to *deli* with
Make our consuls In foreign cities "help".
unless you
TRY ITyens.
of some practical benefit to the coun- that's sure.
416 Broadway.
rolikara111.4rellia.4,
1 1411
DR. G. B. FROMM.

DAYLIGHT

TWO SPECIALS FOR MONDAY
One of them is a $10 Skirt for $5, the other
is a Waist for $5 that's worth double

One Hundred Skirts Have Just Been Sent to Us

$5.00

RIVER NEWS

TODAY'S MARKETS I

Monday Morning Waist Sale

$5.00

Skirts

Waists

$5.00

$5.00

Bicycle Time

Extra large line of the best makes to
select from. Sole agents for the Cleveland,Columbia,Crescent, IverJohnson,
Crown and Westfield.

Bicycles $14.98 Up.
Complete Line of Bicycle Sundries.

North Star Refrigerators

With Cork-filled walls---seven walls
to protect the ice. Best made, best finished, best filled. Guaranteed to use
less ice than other makes. It will pay
you to investigate.

&LEAVES & SONS

t.IGIEBOARD

.5a,
7

e

Vi•

r.

t
-

LiRICS

TUN PERSONALTY
Whi
tte
mor
e's
rrsqAK
- ER
ESCAPES BURDEN
KIDNEY
Real
OF
HISTORY Estate
GLOBES

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

Bk E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,

Author of -The

Master Mummer.-'A Prince of Sinners,- *Mysterious Mr.
Sabin.' -AM= the Adventurem," Etc.

Bargains

Under The Present System o;
State Taxation

YOU'LL DIE
whether your life is insured or not. It will be easier when
the
time coiner if you know those dependerk on you are
provided
for,
A COMMONWEALTH Industrial Policy will prove
a
friend in need. COMMONWEALTH policies paid PROMP
TLY
and IN FULL-no matter when death occurs. Read
what Mrs.
Nell says:

FICA:Th:11\1TV 111 ILISINU
TELEPHONES .1435.

Lottlsvita.z, Ky., April 30, 19o7. e
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INS. CO.,
Opinion of Members of Tax Reform
Louisville, Ky.
-SMALL AS A PILL
Coniiiiittee of /Mate Develor ',it
Gentlemen:
Fountain Ave. northwest corner
Aesoeiation.
EASIER TO TAKE
I received today $100 in full settlement of claim I had
against
Harrison, six room house. Bath room.
•
Two dolmas give relief, and one bee
your company under policy No...r;o98 for $100 on the life
of my hus(Continu
ed Irma Yesterday.)
band. 011111 Nell. who died April 25th.
Fine home, $3,000; $1,000 cash, balwill cure any ordinary case of Kittdear youtgi lady. Nature never meant
I desire to thank you for your promptness in settling
ance easy.
the claim
le] or bladder trouble. Removes
CHAPTER XXIII.
you for an adventuress. 'there is no
and also desire to say that the Centimonweelth issues
WOULD AMEND CONSTITUTION.
the most
Monroe,
No.
I.ravel, cures Diabetes.
1631,
7
-room
Seminal "
policies
two
stothat are offered by any crompany doing business in the liberal
I WAS never," she declared, "quite necessity for you to become one. Wby
state,
ry house, with bath, ball and porches,
and it also issues policies in full immediate benefit, whereas
Emiselons, Weak and Lame Back,
so pleased to see atter one in all do,you lOok at we like that?"
no other
company issues a policy with this provision therm
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
There was terror in her face. He 50 ft. lot, $3,000. $2,000 cash, balmy life. I was woudering wheuAgain thanking you for your kindness and promptne
ss in this
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
ever it would occur to you that had hoped to reassure her, to give her ance easy.
Louisville, May 4.-Decision was
matter and assuring you that I shall say a good word
for the Corncourage.
I
Jefferson
the
On
contrary,
was starving."
every word
Street, West End, be- reached yesterday afternoo
men and woruen. Sold at 50 cents
nionvveal
th,
I
am
respectfu
lly,
.
Mvirrem NELL, Beneficiary.
n by the
He set the tray down for her, placed he spoke only seemed to increase her tween 24th and 25th, north side. 50
per box on the no cure no pay batiks
Write a postal card to J. F. Nicholson,Superintendent
tax rterortn committee of the State
of Indus
distress..
a
;hair
trout
in
of
the
table
and
ft.
busied
lot
6-room
new house, $2,500. Development
by MePhersone Drug store, Fowls.
trial Department, Eagle Building, sixth and Broadway, Paducah.
association to ask the
Ky.,
birneelf opening the wine. All thefts. "Oh. I ani afraid!" she murmured. "I Terms easy.
and an agent will be Oast to call and splain fully the many
and Broadway. sole agent for Padu- helvas
exclusive
next Kentucky legislature to enacra
wish I bad taken my chance. I ought
looking at her.
features
of
COMMON
WEALTH
Ineuranc
elechanl
e.
csburg
You do not obligate your2-roon
.i house 40 constitut
cah, or sent by stall upon receipt of
"Whatever have you been doing to not to bave burdened you for a moional amendment for sub'self in any way by talking it over.
price by Lark Medicine Co.. Loath- yourself?" he asked at length.
ment with my affairs. I have given ft. lot, near big mills. Rent 85 per mission to the voters
Paducah Depository, Citizens' Savings Bank.
of
state
the
Tins. Kw
you the right to ask me questions month. Price $300. Pays 20
Shelthlighed softly.
per providing for radical changes
in the
cent, gross on the investment.
-Oh, I had to amuse myself some- which I cannot answer."
South Eighth corner Norton, 3 taxation system in Kentucky, which
He was perplexed.
/141V," she answered. "I've doue my hair
a new way. rearranged all my ornahouses, one lot $2,000, half cash. the cbmtnittee condemned as one of
(To Be Continued.)
ments. and really I. don't think-a man
Pays 15 per cent gross on the in- the worst in existence, A constitutional amendment, such as is' desired
has a right to such a delightful matevestment.
cure set. I felt terribly nervoiitein the
Chestnut
No. 1314 Trimble street, 6-room 2- by those who favor reformation oi
lavatory, though. I.-could hear some
the state's taxation laws, was introstory house, 50 tot lot. $2,500.
Louis
:
3 8
one in'the billiard room all the time,"
duced in the legislature of 1906 by
No.
1129
.1.
D.
JUDGE
Pres.:
North
POWERS
MATT
,
14th.
O'DOHE
Good
RTY,
3-ro0m
First %-ice
"That's all right," he deelarel. 'I've
Tree.: DARWIN W. JOHNSON, Si•I'• and Treas.; BIL J. W.
homee'40 foot lot, $1,100, half cash, Senator Lancaster and was passed by
GUEST,
locked the door there and have the
Medical Director; GREGORY & el'HENItY, (keel.
couneel; J. M.
the senate by .a vote of 31 to 5, but
key in my pocket. No one can get in ItEcEIPTS MORE - THAN DOUBLE balance 1 year.
QUINN, :Manager of Agencies.
from that side."
No. 1248 South 6th. 4-room house in the rush of business at the close
THOSE OF LAST TEAK.
"Please talk and don't watch me,"
50 foot lot, $1,350, $500 cash. High of the session was not taken up ill
est
she begged. "Fin ashamed to be so
dry health), on car line.
the house.
Bone Palms, Itching, Scabby Ski.
eeraleSerlie
rigr
hungry."
Diseases.
No. 1219 Salem ave. 3-room house,
The tax reform committee was apPermanently cured by taking Botanic
He smiled and helped her to some Sales Foe Month am] Year Almost
Blood Balm.. If you have unties and
$600; $50 cash balance $10 per pointed at the fifth annual State DeDouble-Reeord For Week
palm in bones, back and joints. Itching more chicken. If he talked he was
month. $550 all cash. Rents $6.00 velopment convention, held last fall
Scabby Skin, Blood feels hot or thin; scarcely conscious of what he said.
Wet Excellent One.
swollen Glands, Risings and Bumps on Al! the time
per
month.
In Winchester. 'The committee, of
eyes
his
kept
straying
the Skin, Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps
No. 1203 Salem ave. 3-room ell which former State
Throat, Pimples, or offensive eruptions; toward her. She had taken off her
Senator Charles
and Gents'
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash on Skin, jacket and was dressed simply enough
Furnish
ing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost.
house,
40
foot
lot.
WO,
half
cash. Carroll, of Louisville, is chairman,
are run-down, or nervous; Ulcers on
Also
a large line of Musical Instruments, Guns,
any, part of the body, Hair or Eye- in a blouse of some soft white mateMechanicsburg lots, near the big met yesterday
Following are the reports in hogsPistols, Sporting
afternoon for the first
brows falling sut. Carbuncles or Boils, rial aut. a dark skirt. Eyere-thing,
Goods
and
Jewelry-all slightly damaged• by water.
heads of Tobacco inspector
Take Botanic Blood Balsa, ausurarrteed
E. R. mills, 15 lots for $800. A gooi in- time in the rooms of the Commercial
Entire
to cure even the worst and most deep- trim the ornament's; al her ueck, the Miller for April end
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first
choice.
the week end- vestment that is absolutely* safe and club and discussed the questions
Seated cases. Heals all sores, stops dull metal waist band and the trim
conthat will be very profitab:e.
all swellings, makes blood
pure shoes, seemed to him to be carefully ing May 3:
nected with their work. It was the
and rich, completely changing the enNorth 16th street, between Har1907 1906
tire body into a clean, healthy condi- cheeen and the beet of their sort. She Monthly Report.
unanimous opinion of those present
tion. B. B. B. is the recognized blood wore no rings, and her lingers bad the Receipts month'
1250
599 rison and Clay, new 3-room home, 40 that necessary changes in
remedy for these conditions.
the taxarosy pinkness of health. If she had Year
3229 1609 foot lot Harahan Addition, $1,450; tion
Cum Itching'Eczema.
laws can only be brought about
seemen graceful to him before in the Saelaers month
Be:0We Blood Balm cools tho blood, and acts
814
486 $100 cash, balance $12.50 per month. by a
constitutional amendment.
directly on the impure blood which cau
•es the drawiug room of Bunton House and Year
Jefferson stret, $900 lot: north
1863 1070
awful itching and blisters attO pi ties
surround
and
by
ed
some
the
of
most beauMuch
Personalty Escapes,
S hi B rend• a flood of pure rift blood .o
side
betwen 13th and 14th streets.
the tiful women In the country, she seem- Shipments month
S
977 .425
diseased akin surface, thu• healing every sore
"Under our present system," said
11111111111
Year
Madison
pr eruption and stopping all itching of eczema.
street,
Fountain
.1789
Park
ed more than ever .so now seated in
1116
adA. B. H. has cored hundro,s of eczema atifferets
a member of the committee yesterday
dition..
Stock
between-- 16th an-doe-71h, -lot
on--sale ..
- -7-49
and it espectelly redommendcd for deep-seated 1.10.- lialdieW hitt - Wern eludr of kis little
- afternoon, "practically all intangible
cases.
Own°. The color, too, seemed to have Stock sold
125
962 50x145 feet, $600, halt cash.
Moneycti
lautaaie Blood Balms
B. B. B.) la come back to her cheeks. She seemed Stark
Rowlandtown, 50 foot lots from personal property eseapes taxation
on hand
'1591 1011
Pleasant and safe to take. Composed
ck
intangibl
By
e
of PureBotanic Ingredients. Sample to have regained in some measure her
4roperty
I mean mon$150 and $200 each, $10 cash, balWeekly report:
mat tree by writing Blood Balm Co. girlishness. Her eyes were ever ready
Contract given, backed by 1300-00') 00 capital and 18
ey,
stocks
and
bonds,
ance
years'
Receipts
etc.
$5.00
When
success
per
mi
r
week
th.
Atlanta, Ga. Sold by Druggists 1111 per to laugh
192
into his. She chatted away
large bottle or sent by express. Prepaid
Year
Harrison street lots, Terrell's ad- such property is given in for taxa3229
.
Sold in PadaeabKy., by it. W. Weikel as Bough the world, after all, contained
-dition,
Offerings
& Co., W. J. Gil beet. Lang Bros. mad
10 lots $300 each, $250 cash, tion It must be given in at its face
week
nothing more serious for her than for
3;
28 Colleges in 18 States. Indorsed by business men
Alvey & List..
No vacation
value; there can be no scaling value
any other girl. buncombe hated to Year
532 balance $5.00 per month.
Bookkeeping, 8 h or t- completing courae. For "Catalogue
H." of
strike another note, yet be kuew. that Rejections
as
In
the
Kentucky
case
with
avenue
tangible
lot,
personal
near 13th
hand, Pen.nan
hi
Home Study or "Catalogue P' on attending
OTTO DICKERSON WANTED
sooner or later it must be done.
Law, Letter Writing. English, Drawing, Illus-I College.
Pr. sampling
phone (old) 1716, or call on or address
122 street, $400; $50 cash, balance $5 property, such as horses, cattle, etc.,
t:ating. etc. Money back if not satisfied after Manager Draughon'
"You are quite sure that you will Pr. sales
FOR NAVAL DESERTION
s Practical BusinessCollege:
where the values are determined by
84 per month. Lot forty feet.
not have anything els.e?" be asked.
PADUCAH,316 Broadway: or Evansville, St.
Investme
Louis, or Memphis.
Sales week
nt bargain, 5 houses, two the property'owner and the assessor.
109
"Absolutely. thankal I have never
W. C. Cowles commander of the
Year
1863 lots betwen Tenessee and
Jones.'Hence the share of taxation upon inenjoyed mysielf so much in my life."
gunboat Franklin, has written to Pabetween 10th and I lth, all for $5,000 tangible property Is unequal
Ile glanced at his watch. It was
and
ducah 'milk* asking that Otto Dick- half past 11.
one third .eash; rent for .1600 per holders of personal properly
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
'hide
erson be arrested and returned to
"I ant afraid," he said, "that I am WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL. year. Good rentihg neighborhood.
out' their property and fail to give
The best Salve in the world for
the boat at, Norfolk, Va. It is alleged going to be a nuisance to you, but
North 13th street, 4-room, hall, It In for taxation.
Now thp. purpose
Cuts,
Bruises.
Sores,
Ulcers,
one's
Salt
friends often are that. I want
- be deserted. Dickerson had been here
Buy your Lumber, Sashes, Shingles
Rheum, Tetter, (Taapped Hands, and 40 foot lot, $1,300; good home p-eice; of the amendment is to place the rate
but claimed he was off on a furlough. to be your friend. I want to prove all skin eruptions. It
betwen Flournoy and Faxon streets.
is
and Mouldings from
guarante
ed
of taxation at such a figure upon
myself such. I am not air inquisitive
to give satisfaction, or money reHe joined the navy several Months
Harrison street, monthly payment
person by any means, ht fate has tieproperty
Personal
Intangibl
that
e
funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
ago, and was fOrmerly in the livery ciared that should
lots, betwen 13th and 14th street.
I
be your inquisitor.
property will be given in for assessWILLIAMS' M'F'Ci. CO., Props.,
business on Jefferson street between There are some questions which I am
shade trees, lots 401165; $400, $50
ment and taxation. We believe this
Cleveland, 0.
Second and Third streets.
bound to ask you."
cash, the balance easy.
will
provide such revenue that the
Her face grew suddenly grave.
and save your money, for it is not the
Cairo road. Row:andtown, 4-room
Commencement Plans.
taxation upon real estate for state
"There is so little," she murmured,
house,
money you make but the money you
forty foot lot $1,000, $150
With commencement only a month
WILIAAMS* KIDNEY PILLS.
"which I can tell you."
purposes will be greatly decreased
Have you neglected your kidneys?
off, members of the senior class of cash. balance $12.50 a month.
save
that counts..
"We'
shall
see."
answered
be
.
"In
and
finally removed entirely."
Have you overworked your nervous
South 5th street, 60x165 foot lot
the High school are busy preparing
the
avst
place,
Lord
Bunton
has
been
sytem and caused trouble with your
Other Similar Spite/ma,
here. He is one of my oldest friends their papers for commencement and between Adams and Jackson, $2,000
kidneys and bladder?
Have
you
Several
systems of taxation In
-one
and
third
class
a
cast.
very good fellow. Ile came to
day exercises. The committee of
pains in loins, side, back, groins and
vogue in other'states were discussed
Madison street, 4-room
bladder? Have you a flabby ap- tell me that De Rothe hail been robbed the school board to secure a speaker
house,
by the committee and those of Pennpearance of the face lespecially under in his house of some valuable papers. for the occasion has not
announced northwest corner 9th. Joins city electhe eyes? If so, Williams' Kidney He came partly to ask my advice. All
any one. The music has come and tric light plant. 50 foot lot, $2,000, sylvania and Maryland, which are
Pills will cure you-at Druggists. the time I was sitting opposite to him
the first practice was held yesterday $200 cash balance $15 per month. somewhat similar, seemed to meet
Price 50c.
with those papers in toy pocket."
afternoon. Invitations have been orTrimble street lot, 80x150. North with favor. In Pennsylvania real esWilliams, Mfg. Co., Propis., CleveShe looked at him strangely.
Earcitak port,
land, 0.
Bile, between 9th and 10th; brick tate Is not taxed for state purposes.
' "Perhaps." she said quietly, "you dered.
Rates SI a Bay.
Plying between Memphis, Evansgave them up to hitn."
side-walks; car line, $1,000, half cash the revenue being derived from perErerrtinng GE
ville. Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
Mrs. L A. Laderist Prealtula
"I did not," be answered. "You know
"'Soule men err when they seek the
"If two cars ger- in opposite-direc7 acre farm, 5 miles from Padu- sonalty, franchise and license taxes
Louis and Vicksburg.
Leaves
praise of eertain of their fellows in- very well that I did not."
tions at great speed on the -same cah, off Mayfield road, 100 fruit trees The city and county taxes are raised
"It was your duty," she said In a low
Memphis every Tuesday
for
stead of their condemnation.
track, what, Is the result?" "Collis- small house, $650 earth; good place upon real estate, bur A portion of the
tone.
Evansville. Louisville and Cinliquor revenues go for county pur"Perhaps so. On the other hand," Ire ion." "Not necessarily. You know for poultry and fruit.
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
North 7th street, 50 foot residence poses. It is frequently the case
continued. "you trustee me. The pa- they might be going away from each
Wednesday for St. Louis, Memlot,
between
Monroe and Madison, that the state turns bark a surplus
pers are safe."
other."-Philadelphia Public LedMETROPOLIS, ILL.
phis and Vicksburg. Pass Padu"Does be know that you have them?" ger.
$2,500,
D. A. Ralley, Prop.
to
the
county and the rate of taxaStandard remedy fcr Gad.
cah
going
up every Thursday.
she asked.
North 11th street lots, between tion is further decreased.
fewest and best hotel in the
Gonorrhea and Ruenle0
city.
Pass Paducah going down every
"Ile knows nothing."
48 NOM. Cures NW
Burnett and Boyd, for building cheap
Rates
$2.00.
Two large sample
The committee plans a strenuous
ne, and Bladder trouble..
Saturday.
She looked at him steadfastly-not
homes for rent; lots 40x175, $300 campaign
tooms. Bath rooms, Electric Lights,
to secure the reforms con
with any appearance of doubting his
each.
The only centrally located Hotel
word, and yet as though she were residered necessary.
la
•
MEN AND WOMEN eolving something in her mind conJefferson street, West end, 50 ft.
Lie city,
Office
Richmond house.
rev Ste 44 fr anemias
•
corner lot Northwest corner 22nd
discheret.4.i Ale.,in attune cerning him.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE $O.
Telephone 66-R,
}'Olt SALE.
Iii.Lralsete'
irritation. 4 ul. erstiot•
"1 RID thinking." she said,"how much
street; stone sidewalk; shade trees.
'
r ti V membranes
.
I
u
LIMED.
•*costae
in
,
et
Fountain
avenue.
r-.eats creaky... Painless, and not WAD better It would have been for both of
Five room reeOne of the best lots for residences in
At !ossilsociesiCs. melt or poisonous.
idence
$43,000
on
easy
paymente
us
if
.
we
Lot
had
never
met."
COM111101,11
NMI ars avesesser•
the city of park to be made in JetAT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
"The fates thought otherwise," he
307(100. A. .1. Bamberg and H. C. EVANSVILLE,
C 5.5.
or mot in Main areaca
PADUCAH
fr:rson street, this lot will not be on
Ails
by expreas, prepaid, At
answered. "I searched Paris for you
Hollins, Beal Estate and Berthas.
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
,tt•ao ti fit
Si fie, or St
the market 10 days; $1,000. Half
only to find you at my gates*. The fates
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
CAIRO
LINK.
cash.
meant you to be my friend. We must
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
(Incorporated)
A good mineral water cerbe careful not to disappoint them."
'Broadway, NS 2402, $2,500, $1000
cedsteribe for The Saw
tainly makes an ideal tonic in
She shook her head a little wistfully.
cloth, ba'anee easy. 5-room house;
levantiville and Paducah Packets
"You have been very good to DIP."
the Speing, toning
fine condition, 2 porches, hale good
up the
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
she said. "but you don't uneeretnrul" stomach and thus reaching
stable, three hydrants. Lot 72x165
"Precisely!" he Interrupted. "I don't
,KENTUCKY.
the entire system. They are
ft. to aley: shade trees; southwest
endershinif. I want to. To begin with,
Book Binding, Bank Work, Lead
corner. Fine neighborhood.
pleasant to the taste and their
Well
what In this world Induced you to
worth the money.
and library Work a specialty.
mild aperient effect receives
throw in your lot even for an hour with
Broadway, No.
, $2,504), half
the commendation of all med(Daly Except Sunday
the man who railed himself Fielding?"
Leaves Paducah For Tennerieee River
cash, 5-room house, 60 ft. lot northical authorities. We have
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 9
"I can answer no questions co/KernNewry Wednesday at 4
east
corner
21st
street;
shade
p. m.
trees,
the leading brands in all
ing niptelf," she said sadly.
Hopkins, leave Paducab for Evans
I, W. WRIGHT,
stable, bath room.
lie sallied.
sizes:
Master
vine
and
way
landings
at 11 a., m.
"I had for years suffered from what,inedieal owe
EUGENE ROBINSON, • . ....Qerk
"Come," he said, "It isn't so serious
railed Dyspepsia sad Catarrh
Broadway. $500 lot 59s152. South
of tile alloseeseh. Id
excursion
Special
rate
now
in
Aneust I parehaeed a boa
ef
of Casearets sad was
Cleaned and pressed by
Tills company is not responsib
prised to and that
side, between 25th and 26th.
had 'ea'-yes-. wig&ma as all that, is it? Sooner or titter your
1-3
le
Buffalo 1,1thia.
feet froth Padueali to Evaasville an:
seentemlne MSS. leftI me.
Jody* one die
,tor'i
Mende arc sure to end you, and they
for Invoice charges unless
competent men. Called
P.
H.when I showed him thirty (*et. an In ev
each.
return, $4.(4). Elegant music on th•
C011•Ctall
day the rein ai ndwriaboet She mom tenet
Apenta,
will
tof CAPS.
not be content with Stich a statehr 11 P "tort n° the hest
worm that had b•en •appitpg my vitality for
Broadway, lot 1391152, Southwest
for and delivered in
teat. Tab! unsurpassed.
haVe enjoyed tb t.,t,
ment as that. You were summoned
A pitollinerie.
h
f
this testi mon la I v-1,1 alvv•nl I,
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HARBOUR'S GREAT MAY SALE
Growing bigger and better. Come and see. Tell your friends and spread
the glad news of money saving prices.
Captivating Millinery For the Great
Slay'Sale.
There's a certain charni, a distinct
individuality; a captivating uniqueness about hats from Harbour's that
Wakes them different front all others.
Wherever beautiful hats are to be
seen those from our salesroom are
sure to excite the greatest admiration. There Is satisfaction in knowing a hat's (coin Harbour's because
Harbour Is
guarantee that it is authoritative in style.

a

We are showing a magnificent collection of late spring and ear:y summer hats, the
very
newest Ideas

from Paris ,the most charming modifications from New York City,
Such hats cannot be equaled
In
style, grace and beauty in Broadway
stores at our prices. Don't be hobnobbed into staying away but come
to see in millinery headquarters.
Womenat $15 Tailored Panama
Spring Suits for $7.50 Next Week.
Another of those unparalleled Bargains to arouse next week's shoppers.
Next week will be a week of erceptional price cutting in women's
smart tailored milts and silk coats.
50 Panama suits on sale next week
at exactIy half price. They are assorted colors, different prices and newest
styles, worth $12, $14, $15, $18 and

$20 a snit at just half of these prices
all of next week.
Silk Coats Next Week.
Prices cut to $310 for 16.00 Silk
Coat.
Other Silk Coats will be cut to $5,
$G, $7, 18 $9 and $10.
Stupendous Bargains In Spring and
Summer Dress Goods for the May
Sale:
Great values in black and navy
Mohairs, in all wool Panamas, In
all Wool Serges, in beautiful Gray
&Wings, pretty greens, check effects,
black voiles; and other wanted goods.
MORE BIG VALUES IN SILKS.
Continuation of our extraordinary
May Sale of yard wide black Taffe-

tas at 97c, $1 and Si IS a yard The
orders for the silks in this sale were
placed months ago before prices had
taken a rise.
Stylish paper patterns at 10c and
15c.
GREAT MAY SALE BARGAINS.
Long Kid Gloves— The sale continues, $2.50 values, May sale price
$1.59.
Snow white mercerized Table Linen, 69c values, May sale price 50c
yard.
Lour Lisle Gloves 35c and 75e a
pair.
Long Silk Gloves $1, $1.28, $1.50
and $1.75.

a

Side Combs, 5c, 10c, 15c, 20c and
25c,'for the May sale.
Back Combs, attractite styles, 15c,
25c and 50c, for the May sale.
Belt Buckles, latest, novelties. 26c,
50c and 60c.
Belts, latest styles, 25c and 50c,
for the May sale.
Telling and Convincing Bargains in
Men's Suits For the May Sale.
$18 and 120 Suits for only $15.
112 and 113.50 Suits for $7.50.
$14 and $15 Suits for $10.
Men's Leather Suit Cases, for the
May sale, 13.48.
Big stock of Trunks, just received for the May sale, prices from 12
to 110 each.

Harbou'
r s Department Store 0

MATTINGS FOR THE MAY SALE.
One hundred and twenty-three
rolls of new Mattings just received
for the May sale. All priced at prices
to make it to your interest to buy
Mattings here. Extraordinary values
at 17 1-2c 19 1-2c and 24c a yard.
A Great May Sale of High and Low
Shoes For the Whole Family.
Extraordinary Shoe values for every member of the family, worth
coming to see.
150 pairs of Women's Shoes and
Oxfords in large sizes, 6, 6 1-2, 7,
7 1-2 and 8, in blacks and tans,
worth up to $2.50, May sale clearing
price next week $1.48 a pair.

North Third Street I
JUST OFF BROADWAY

•
freak or a crank. This is not true lau4 May Poate, Bonnie Prince, Min. leave Max 15 for
a trip through Caliestreit.4.4.4.4.1.4.4..0•4•4V ' there will be no early services. Sun- across the street just as the horse
of Hines. Whether on the stage in niejShoulta, Bessie Hader, Maggie fornia. They will visit Los Angeles
day school at 9:311 a. m. Morning was pulled around the corner
of
front of his band, or in the botel lob- Nicboff Rosa Lewes, Lena Anderson, where Mr. Smith's sister, Miss Bettie
service, sermon and holy contmun- Jackson street. She either fell or
by, in the club or the cafe, he is a Christens Miller, Josephine Elder, Smith and brother, Mr. Wightman
r ion at 10:46 a. m. Evening prayer was knocked aside by the horse. Her
man as are other men, and he never Lillian Dlisie
Ellen Metzor, Lyda Smith are living.
and sermon, 7:10 p. ni. All•the even- hands and arms were bruised and
('1USEt4 ARREST OF SWITCHMAN gives anyone the idea of eccentric- Prince Lula Rholf, Fiorain
Mrs. M. D. Gracey of Oakland, Cal.,
Shouita:
Dig services have been changed for cut by the gravel, but she was not
FOR ILLINOIS CENTRAL.
Messrs. Clarence Poate, Elmer Eng- is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Wility.
1 the summer months from 4:3-0 p. m. touched by the buggy. The driver
Jewish,
lert,
Joe Shouts Albert Wurta, Will liam Marble, at 519 Kentucky aveThis man has made remarkable
TEMPLE ISRAEL — The Rev. to 7:30 p. na, and will continue at never stopped to see if the child was
innovations in music, as played by Porteous, Lynn Martin, Harry With- nue, for a week. Mrs. Gracey has
Meyer Lovitch, rabbi. Services at the later hour until further notice. Injured.
ers,
Albert Henson, Felix Wurth. Ed. been visiting relatives In Princeton
Held To Grand Jury on Charge of concert bands. He has demonstrated
11 a. m. Subject: "Charitable Judg- Thursday being Ascension day, a
that hypercritical writers, who have Lands, Patrick Raker, Hugh Moneye at!,! is on her way home. She has
Stealing Certificate From His
feast of greater observation; there
ments."
"Independents" Play Blues,
maker,
Frank
Viehoff
Herman Rea- visited Mrs. Marble before and has
'asserted that the highest music could
companion.
will be holy communion at 11 a. in.
John
many friends in Paducah.
Holland's "Independents"
not be interpreted by a band, except verin and Andy Hunt
The bishop of the diocese will cones
German.
MN 'Mary Scott left on Friday to
through transcriptions: are entirely
will go to Metropons tomrorow
if
EVANGELICAL-- The Rev. Wil- crate the baptistry on the morning
Informal Reception.
visit in Nashville, Tenn., and attend
wrong. He plays everything that is
the weather is permissible to play
The Young Ladies' Society of the a reunion of the Kappa Delta Phi liam Bourquin, pastor. Morning sub- of Sunday, May 12, at which time
Bob Sainte. alias Charles Sisney,
written without the change of a note.
the Metropolis "Blues." He will
Firts Presbyterian chnrch gave a fraternity bf Ward
a *switchman for the Nashville, ChatSeminary, of ject: "Sowing and Reaping." Even- there will be a class In baptism.
The mareasinnotineement that this
work- Brairie awe Haven fa- - thee. n Wednesday which sne is an alumna. She will be lng subject: "The Cbarch at Work."
tanooga and St. Louis, residing at great attraction has been secured pleasant receition—ao
point s.
LUTHERAN—
evening
•o
The
the
visitors
Rev.
Salvation
in
attendance
Paul
Army.
the guest of her co.usin, Mrs, Lula B.
Jones and Fifth streets. was held for two performances at the coming
Bente
preaches tomorrow
on the Presbytery in session here this Epperson at Waverly Place, during
Sunday
morning.
morning,
Fifth
and
over this morning under a bond of festival—under the auspices
of the week. An attractive
Evening subject: "How to Overcome Broadway, 10 a. m.; Fourth and
musical pro- a portion of her; stay.
$300 by Police Judge D. A. Cross for Woman's
club on. May 24th, has re- gram was
Con- Broadway, 11 a. m.; Third
rendered in which Mrs.
and
Mrs. Maude Conway Blanchard, of she impediment of Prayer."
stealing a 120 gold certificate from sulted
in a totally unprecedented in- Maude Conway Blanchard,
Very lngiuly
gregational meeting at church in the Broadway, 2 o'clock: inside meeting
Boston,
of
Boston, Mass, who
has been the
R. W. (Dick) Wills, of the Dick
quiry for tickets, and It Is possible took part. Light refreshments
recommended
for
afternoon
at
2:30
o'clock.
at 3 p. ma Fourth and Broadway, 7
were guest of -Mrs. Hubbard Wells, at the
Wavier. in the Marble Hall saloon
Chronic dyspepsia
that Innes day will break all records served.
p.
inside
meeting
8
p.
m.
MeetEmpire
apartments on Broadway, will
yesterday afternoon. The evidence
and indigestion,
In point of attendance.
ing every night
except Monday.
return home on 1 hureday.
Mrs.
'bowed that Sisney, who was with
also habitual conWeddings
FIRST—
The
of
Week.
allia19
the
Headquarters
111
.
alvin
l';0
Broadway.
M.
Blanchard
been
has
the
recipient of
'Willis drinking in the Marble Had
stipation. F o r
The wedding of Miss Elizabeth At- much social attention during her
Thompson,
pastor:
In
the
absence
of
stay
saloon, later went to the Belvedere
children it will be
the pastor, the Rev. J. R. Clark will
klus and Mr. David Rawieigh Graham and has given
Christian science.
1116111011 and got a $20 gold certificate
much pleasure by tier
found useful iu
fill pulpit. Morning subject: "The
was solemnized on Wednesday even- musical
SERVICES—Su
nday,
10:30
a. m.;
changed The certificate was identlgifts.
colds, hoarseness,
Conquering
ing at 9:30 eclock at the First RepChrist." Evening sub- Wednesday, 7:30 p.
Sunday
flod as the one Wills claims Sisney
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bringhurst. of
Continued From Page Three.)
and for weak,
ast chairch. It yid's a pretty cereject: "Dead Death."
school 9:30 a. m.
Hall 527 1-2
took from him in the rear of the saNashville Tenn., will go to Arizona
sickly children it'
monial. The church was effectively
SECOND— The Rev. L. G. Gra- Broadway. Public invited.
loon.
to make their home. Mr. Bringhurst
is par excellence
nesday night et their home near Min- lecorated
ham, pastor. Usual services will be
with palms and ferns. The
Is a brother of Mr. Edward BringPete Thompson. colored,
as a tonic and
Was ts, Ky. Delightful refreshments were
held.
Rev. Calvin M Thompson was the
Church Note*.
hurst of Paducah and is popular here
flesh builder, ton•
held over for stealing coa: from the served. Those present were: Misses
efficient. Miss Courtie Puryear playNORTH TWELFTH STREET —
The Ramsey society of the Broadwhere he has visited. He has a fine
Illinois Central.
ing up thestornach
Bessie Lou Watts, Paducah; Minnie ed the wedding music.
The Rev. J. R. Clark pastor. The way Methodist church
The bride
will meet
And correcting In-'
Freda. Yopp, charged with main- Weitlauf, Clara Konkle, Nora Shears, wore a gown of white embroidered business opening In Arizona and is Rev. E. H. Cunningham
preaches to- Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
digestion and a
taining a nualance on his premises. Laura Poet, Halite Greif, Mary Shona chiffon with the bridal veil and or- now there prospecting.
morrow evening 7:45 o'clock. Sun- church. •
disposition tota, Alice Weitlauf, Lulu Snider, Min- ange blossoms.
Mr. H. R. Lindsey, president of the day school at
continued.
The ushers were.
3 o'cliick in the afterThe Rev. J. W. Blackard, preside
ward constipanie Poet, Dena Shoulta and Mrs. Ef- Messrs. James Langstaff,
lower board of the general council noon.
John Orme
ing elder, went to Woodville today to
tion.
We can
and
fie Harper, Messrs. Irvin Englert. Charles
president
vice
general
manand
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Rieke,
Warren
Sights,
hold the quarterly conferences for
reesiminend this
Paula Younker, Louie Kaufman, Pa- Charlie Kopf, and'
ager
Sutherland
the
of
Medicine
Taomas Settle.
the Methodist churches on that cir•
Christ tan.
oil to be absolutedumb; Roy Watts, Lloyd Lewis. After an
extended Southern bridal company returned today from an excuit. Tomorrow evening and Monday
Mann Clark Says Beadles may Have
TENTH STREET ---The
ly the purest oil
Rev.
tieeank Weitlauf Robert Feast, Leo trip -they
tended
trip
through
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Mexico
In
will be at home at "White
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George Farley, pastor. Evening sub- he preaches at the
Office.
on
the market.
Poat, George Magnor, Tom Poet, Haven" the
Medicine
Atkins' country home in Intrest of the Sutherland
ject: "Utility. the Measure of Men church.
We have it in 350,
less McNeal, Jan Weitlauf, Charlie Arcadia.
branch establishment there. He was
There will be a congregational
and
"I will abide by the count and not
Movements." Communion in
60e and $1 bottles.
Thompson, Adrian
accompanied by Mrs. Lindsey and
Poat,
Frank
meeting of Grace Episcopal church
morning at 10:45 o'clock and
contest the election at all," Is the
roll
GiveIts trial and
Kaufman, Richard Weitlauf, Frank
children.
M.ss Kate
tiiteeves ot
Maxon's
call of church membership at 11:15 at the parish house on Monday evenstatement Mr. Mann Clark made tobe convinced -of its
Greif Harry Williams, George Kauf- Mills, and Mr. W. WYkoff, of Gale,
ing at 8 o'clock. The report for the
o'clock.
value.
day. "Had it been a tie vote, I man, Richard Englert, Will
Nieboff Ill., were quietly married on Sunday
They have a new verb in Abadan—
We also bare a complete new Stock
FIRST— The ,Rev. Samuel B. year will be made and the election of
would have given the benefit to Mr. and George Snider.
morning at 9 o'clock at the Palmer to suffrage. "She was arrested while Moore, pastor. Services 10:45 a, m. the vestry for the coming year will of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines
Beadles." he continued. "I will not
House by the Rev. W. E. Cave, of the snffraging."
and toilet articles. A full line of Paland 7:45 p. m. Morning subject: take place.
have any representative at the officBirthday party.
First Presbyterian
mer's and Hazel!'s perfumes and toilet
church.
They
"The Church's C,ommissfon." Evenial count and should it develop a'tie
Miss Addle Fulkerson entertained
were attended by Mr. and Mrs. Dick
preparations, Prescriptions filled by
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Lord's
Business."
Sunday
I will gladly give it to Mr. Readies." a number of her friends mcnit pleas- Reeves
IN EVERY HOME.
and Miss Jeannette Maxon, of
registered pharmacists only. Free
school 9:30 a. m. Junior Endeavor
antly on Monday evening at her Maxon's Mills.
The following simple prescriptelephone. Delivery to any part of
A dinner was given
2:30 p. m.
home, in celebration of her fifteenth In their honor on Monday at the home
lanes' Band.
tion, writes a noted authority,
the city.
Those
present were: of the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
should be made known to evA look at 'noes. the famous band birthday.
Methodist.
Misses Jennie Belie George, Fannie Mert Reyes. They will reside at
ery family. While It Is a simple
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